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1 INTRODUCTION

Bose-Einstein correlations manifest themselves as an enhanced

probability for identical bosons to be emitted with small relative

momenta, as compared to non-identical particles under otherwise

similar conditions. The effect originates in the quantum mechanical

interference of the wave functions of the particles and is a

consequence of a fundamental physics principle, namely that the wave

function of a system of bosons - particles with integral spin - is

symmetric under particle exchange. This requirement influences the

wave function so as to yield an effective clustering of the particles

in phase space, which clearly illustrates their preference of

occupying the same quantum state. From the characteristics of the

arisen interference pattern it is possible, at least principally, to

determine the dimensions of the boson source.

These are all principles of universal validity that find applications

on the macroscopic as well as on the microscopic level. The effect was

originally recognized in astronomy as the so-called Hanbury-

Brown-Twiss effect - Cf. Ref.|l| - and offers an extensively used

method to measure the sizes of various stellar objects, both in the

visible and radio frequency ranges. This is done by detecting,

simultaneously and in different telescopes, photons that are emitted

from different parts of the distant object. A corresponding phenomenon

was discovered in high-energy physics by Goldhaber, Goldhaber, Lee and

Pais, when they found, in a low-energy pp bubble chamber experiment,

Refs.|2|-| 3 | , that pairs of identical ti mesons showed an increased

probability for emission under small opening angles and interpreted

this as a reflection cf the pions obeying Bose-Einstein statistics.

Also in this case it was possible to estimate the extension of the

source. Since then, Bose-Einstein correlations have been studied also

for many other types of reactions, e.g. pp, Up, e+e and heavy ion

collisions.

Apart from extraction of the spatial extension of the boson emitting

region, it is possible to get some information about its time

evolution and the degree of chaoticity. In particular, these

properties may be examined under varied initial and final state

conditions. It is interesting to compare the results from reactions

with different types of incident particles, to select events with some



special signaturer for instance very central collisions, as well as to

apply selection criteria to the emitted boson pairs, concerning

particle identity, direction of emission and so on. Several

experiments have also shown that properties related to the reaction

mechanism may be worked out from correlation data.

The investigations on two-particle correlations presented in

publications PI, PII and PHI, constitute the base of this thesis. The

data were obtained with the Axial Field Spectrometer at the CERN ISR.

After briefly reviewing the theoretical and experimental backgrounds,

the main principles of the performed analysis will be discussed,

followed by some remarks on the results obtained and a few comments

concerning the future of this area of research.

t



2 THEORETICAL ASPECTS ON BOSE-EINSTEIN CORRELATIONS

2.L The correlation function

In order to study the ennanced probability for emission of two

identical bosons, it has become customary to define a correlation

function R:
P(P;\p/)

R = (1)
P(p4 )*P(P, )

where PtPj^/Pj11) is the 2-particle probability density, subject to

Bose-Einstein symmetrization, and P(p.H) is the corresponding single-

particle quantity for a particle with 4-momentum p.*. In practice,

PtPj1* ) •P(p2'*) is often replaced by Po (p i * , p2 *) , which is a, to various

extents, artificial correspondence to P(p; ' ,p 2*), that it, ideally, in

all respects resembles, apart from its lack of Bose-Einstein

symmetrization. This leads to:

P i P jR = (2)
Po<Pi 'Pa >

To describe the correlation function in somewhat more detail, the

approach by Cocconi and Koch - Refs.|4|-|5| - will be followed, in

which thi> fundamental principles of the correlation analysis are

clearly illustrated, althouyh under much simplified conditions. The

physical situation is displayed in Fig.l, where Si and S2 are two

independent, point-like oscillators, located at rt and r2, separated

by the distance Ar=r1-r2. S! and S, emit bosons, which are detected in

D, and Dj, located at vl and x2. The 2-particle probability density,

P(p1'
1 ,Pj*), entering R in eq.(2), is now made accessible through the

rate of double detection in Dl and D2. The situation to take into

consideration is thus the following: One boson with momentum, or wave

vector, k, is detected at Dit and another one with k2 at 02. This can

be realized in two, equally probable ways, schematically expressed:

kjrS, -*• D, and k2:S2 * Dz or (3)

k,:S2 + Di and ^ ^ + D2 (4)

Consider now the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, j&p|•|A?|--h/2n,

under high energy physics conditions: |Ar| is given by the size of tne

boson emitting region, which is ^lfm. We have no experimental means of

settling the emission points to any higher accuracy than the one given

by this extension. This yields |Ap|~0.2GeV/c - Cf. the pion mass! -

which therefore is an estimation of the momentum differences for which

the enhanced detection probability should show up. One notices that it



is of course necessary for being able to observe the correlation

effect at all, that the stated value of |Ap| matches the resolving

power of the detector used. With this scenario, a path ambiguity

related to the origin of each particle is at hand. For identical

bosons, this close in phase space, the two situations (3) and (4) are

therefore indistinguishable, and both contribute, with equal

amplitudes, to the 2-particle wave function. Assuming the particles to
i k * r

be adequately described by plane waves ">• e , i.e. interactions

after production are neglected, the amplitude of the total wave

function in the case of coincidence detection reads:

v e e + e e {)

where the + sign is required to make the wave function symmetric under

particle exchange, k, *-*• k 2.

In quantum mechanics, probability densities are expressed as the

squared amplitudes of appropriate wave functions. With ti as in

eq.(5), the rate of coincidence is therefore, after explicit

calculation, given by:

V* V = I* I1 - 2 • e U k ' A r • e- i i k' A r =vtot tot "tot1

= 2(1 + cosAk-Ar) (6)

where Ak=k1-k2. in the absence of correlations, corresponding to

Po(Pi *»Pi *' i° eq.(2), there is no indistinguishability and the

partial probabilities, i.e. the squared amplitudes for each detection

mode, eqs.(3) and (4), must be added to achieve the total probability

for double detection. This corresponds to saying that the two terms

in eq.(5), in this case, represent orthogonal states, and the

corresponding joint probability satisfies:

The connection between the interfering amplitudes and the oscillating

term in eq.(6) is obvious. Using eqs.(6) and (7), the correlation

function R can now be written down:



U I
R= ' t o t l , =l+cosAk-Ar (8)
Ktotl

From this it is seen that R, studied vs Ak, contains an additive

modulation that depends on, and allows extraction of, the "source

dimension" Ar, or more precisely, its extension parallel to Ak. For

completely incoherent sources, the arbitrary phase factors that

generally multiply each single-particle wave function and which are

connected with each source, cancel out and present no difficulties in

deriving the correlation function.

This simplified binary source is in the general case replaced by some

model with boson sources distributed according to some density

function, p(r). It is detailed in Refs.|3| and |6|-|8| that | \|) |2

will be weighted with p(rj)*p(r2) and integrated over all pairs of

sources, (1,2):

Insertion of the wave function in eq.(5) and evaluation of the

integral yield:

R = 1 + p(Ap)*-p(Ap) = 1 + |p(Ap)|2 (10)

where we have introduced p(Ap), the Fourier transform of the source

density w.r.t. Ap, or Ak, of the particle pair. Assuming the source

density to be separable in its spatial and temporal parts,

p(r,t)=p,(r)#p2 (t) , yields a factorized Fourier transform,

p,(Ap)•p2(AE). Various source distributions have been proposed and

applied in the literature. In Ref.)91, the sources are suggested to be

independent, point-like oscillators, uniformly distributed over the

surface of a sphere with radius r and decaying exponentially with a

mean decay time T. This yields for R:

2J,(qTr) 1
R = 1 + ( i — ) 2 - _ ( 1 1 )

where J, is the 1st order Bessel function, q0 =|AE| and q"T is the

component of Ap perpendicular to p,+p2, used, by Kopylov - ;
j.v>f.|27| -

as an approximation to Ap. Motivations for this replacement will be

given in Sect.4.4.1 below. The notation q will be used with the

meaning of |qT|. The ( responding classical origin of the factor

involving the Bessel function in eq.(ll) is Fraunhofer diffraction by
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a uniformly illuminated circular aperture of radius r. According to

Lambert's law, observation of the above-mentioned emitting sphere is

equivalent to observation of a uniformly radiating disk, in the plane

perpendicular to the line of sight - Ref.|lO|. General properties of

eq.(ll) are that R+2 for q and qo'~O, whereas for q and/or q0 -*• °°,

R+l.

Some authors - See for example Ref -111J - instead assume the boson

sources to be distributed according to a Gaussian function over some

volume, in which case R reads:

R = i + e
 G a u s s -e (12)

The shape of R, as obtained from eq.(12), very nearly coincides with

the one obtained from eq.(ll). We notice however that the value of

r_ is about half the value of r_ .. This circumstance will be
Gauss Bessel

motivated in the following paragraph.

2.1.1 Comments to the relation between r , and r\
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Bessel- - - Gauss

Upon performing fits of both the Bessel and Gaussian parametrizat ions ;,

to the same -lata, one finds r s 2«r_ . Cf. Ref. i 31 . This is ff
Bessel Gauss ' • )

exemplified in Tablel, for minimum bias, <xz data. ^
r
i

Table 1 Fits of different functional forms to minimum ?

bias aa data. Background generation, normali-

zation, pion identification and the definition

and interval of X' are the same as in P H I .

Fitted function r(fm) X'

2J,(qTr)
N(l + X'( )*) 1.5910.14 0.26 + 0.02

N(l + X'-e T ) 0.8b+0.08 0.27+0.02

The two fitted functions are shown in Fig.2, from which it is clear

that the extent to which they differ, is very small. The origin of the

difference in the values of r is to be sought in their respective

definitions: r_ is the radius at which the source density has
Gauss *

declined to l//e »0.61 of its maximum value, whereas r is the

constant radius of a sphere.

i
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To somewhat motivate the plausibility of the factor =2, consider the

series expansions of (1): (2Jj(x)/x)2 and (2): e , which

respectively correspond to the squared Fourier transform of (1): a

uniform source distribution over the surface of a sphere with radius

r, so that the argument of the Fourier transform can be written x=q r,

and (2): a Gaussian source distribution with width o=r/2, whereby the

corresponding argument reads: x/2=q -(r/2):

2J,(x)
( ) 2 =

7x6
= 1 - -

ra>0 m!(m+l)! 4 192 4608

= 1 - 0 .25x 2 + 0 .026x" - 0.0015X6 (13)

- ( x / 2 ) 2 x2 x* x 6

4 32 384

= 1. - 0.25x2 + 0.031x* - 0.0026X6 ...(14)

Terms up to 0(x2) are identical. Terms of higher orders differ by

small amounts, but for low values of x, where Bose-Einstein

correlations are most important, the deviation is marginal. For higher

valuss of x on the other hand, both functions are known to rapidly

decrease to 0. Therefore, although no rigorous proofs are given, the

empirically suggested factor ~2, appears plausible already from a

brief inspection of the mathematical properties.

2.1̂ .2 Correlation strength

Experimentally it is found in almost all investigations, that the

maximum value of the correlation function, R=2, as predicted by

cqs.(ll) and (12), is not reached. Instead one typically finds R=1.5

near the origin. This reduced strength can be interpreted as the

interference being not fully developed. Deutschmann et al. - Ref.|12|

introduced an additional parameter in the analytical form of R to

take care of this fact, namely the chaoticity factor X:

2JJ(qTr) 1
R = 1 + X( i )'• j (15)

and similarly for other parametrizations. Although no main topic of

the present analysis, a few comments on the X parameter will be made.

Generally, as stated in Ref.|12|, X is the fraction of pairs of

identical bosons that interfere effectively. Therefore, X=l means

maximum chaoticity, which was an assumption in the work of Kopylov and

Podgoretskii - see e.g. Ref.|9J -, whereas for a totally coherent
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source, X=0. Several reasons have been proposed to explain the

deviations of X from 1. It is generally believed that various

dynamical correlations, such as the presence of resonances, leading

particle effects etc. may disturb the chaotic character of the boson

sources.

Apart from representing a more coherent state, resonances ar<? expected

to influence the correlations also in other ways: Pions, or kaons,

produced in high energy collisions, are essentially of two kinds,

namely those that are directly produced in the collision - 1st

generation - and those that are the decay products of intermediate

states, such as rpsonances - 2nd generation. As the intermediate

states, characteii zed by their life times, will travel some mean

distance before decaying, the interference pattern originating from

their decay products will correspond to the region that contains the

decay points of these intermediate states. Therefore, in general, the

obtained value of r should be interpreted as some average between the

radius of the 1st and 2nd generation boson sources. According to

Ref.|13|, less than 40% of the observed charged pions and kaons in the

central region for minimum bias, pp collisions, are directly produced.

The remainder are mostly decay products of heavier mesons, such as 0,

T|, u and <|>. To understand the influence of these states, their life

times should be borne in mind. The longer the life time, and hence

also the mean decay length, the smaller is the momentum difference

required to fulfil the uncertainty relation. This in turn must be

related to the momentum resolution of the experimental set-up.

Resonances that live sufficiently long will consequently produce an

interference peak at very low relative momenta, that might not be

resolved. Therefore, the wider components, corresponding to smaller r,

will come through and effectively cause a reduction of R near the

origin. The momentum resolution of the central detector at the AFS of

roughly 15MeV/c corresponds to a distance of (10-15)fm. The copious

production of various long-lived resonances under the present

conditions, e.g. r|, u and $ - Cf. Ref. | L31 . - constitutes a possible

explanation to the reduced correlation strength that we do observe.

This subject is developed in detail in Ref.|14|, where it is claimed

that same charge particle pairs involving at least one pion from a

long-lived resonance, under most circumstances, not will be

observable. This has been experimentally verified in Ref.|15|, where

it was found that selecting pion pairs consisting of one pion

originating from a K° decay and the other one being produced directly

k
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or by a short-lived resonance, did nor yield any observable

interference peak. In Ref.jl6|, the extent to which like-charge pion

pairs are influenced by long-lived resonances and the corresponding

effect upon the value of X, as described above, was estimated by means

of Monte Carlo simulations and found to be of a magnitude sufficient

to entirely account for the observed deviation of X from 1. Although

no analysis point in this thesis, we notice that when approaching the

origin, we see some tendencies of a peak in R - Cf. e.g. Fia.la in PI

and Fig.15a below. Generally, effects of this kind could mean that the

data are better described by some multi-component model with a number

of correlation contributions å la Kopylov-Podgoretskii or Gauss,

appearing in the expression for R. This is the subject of Ref.|l7J,

where special attention is directed to jet events.

One trivial reason for a reduced correlation strength could bo the

contamination by other types of particles than those intended for

consideration, i.e. inclusion of non-identical boson pairs in the

signal. It will turn out however, when treating the subject of

particle identification - See Sect.4.2, p.26 - that this effect is

non-important, and that systematic trends, if any, with this origin

are smaller than the statistical errors.

There also exists the possibility that X may reveal facts about the

structure of the events considered. This was somewhat investigated for

e*e~ collisions, using the MARKII detector at SPEAR - Ref. 11.81 -,

where differences between quark and gluon fragmentation were searched

for by comparing the correlation function on the J/f (-*-3g) and on the

nearby continuum (+qq). Indeed it was found that X(J/f)>X(cont.),

namely 0.89+0.03 and 0.52+0.06 respectively, thus in accordance with

the idea of the gluon fragmentation being more chaotic than the quark

fragmentation. This subject will be further touched upon in Sect.6,

p.56.
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3 EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND

The experimental foundation for the present analysis is the Axial

Field Spectrometer, AFS, at the CERN ISR (Ref.|l9|). The Intersecting

Storage Rings, which became operational in 1971, consisted of two

circular beam pipes, into which particles - p,p,d,a - preaccelerated

in the CERN Proton Syncrotron, PS, were injected, made circulating in

opposite directions as continuous beams, further accelerated and

finally brought to collide at 8 intersection points, at which

experiments were installed, one of which being the AFS. To get high

event rates, ">-10?s"', i.e. high luminosities, it was necessary to

arrive at and maintain very intense beams, which in turn required the

establishment of a very high vacuum at the ISR, namely of the order

10"12 torr. Under optimal conditions, stable beams could be kept

circulating in the rings for several days. The very well-defined beams

were during part of the operational time obtained by means of

superconducting quadrupole magnets.

The AFS was mainly intended to be an experiment for studying high-p

phenomena, so called hard constituent scatterings, such as jets, which

systems are characterized by high particle-densities, and therefore

require detectors with very good spatial resolution. As Bose-Einstein

correlations are also primarily concerned with very close-by

particles, it is advantageous to benefit from the overall detector-

requirements of the AFS to study interference phenomena.

The AFS, located at intersection 18 of the ISR and illustrated in

Fig.3, was a magnetic spectrometer experiment with the detector system

organized around a magnetic field in the direction of the beam axis.

The magnet covered the polar range 9=15°-40° and 140°-165° and was

normally operated at a field strength of +0.5T. This highly restricted

angular coverage of the magnet was chosen to enable continued

detection of the particles also outside the magnetic field region.

The collision region was surrounded by the so-called inner hodoscope,

a set of 44 scintillator rods, each of which being extended parallel

with the beams. Scintillators were also mounted along both down-stream

beam-pipes and are referred to as beam-beam counters. These, as well

'as the inner hcdoscope, were used mainly for triggering purposes.
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The intersection region was, outside the inner hodoscope, surrounded

by a cylirdrical drift chamoer, that apart from constituting a

powerful vertex detector also provided information to enable excellent

pattern recognition and momentum determinatK n. In the plane

transverse to the beam axis, position coordinates were determined by

drift time techniques, whereas positions in the direccion of the beams

were rotained by means of charge division. From the latter

measurements, dE/dx information was also extracted and subsequently

used for particle identification, particularly for momenta less than

lGeV/c. The drift chamber is of vital importance for this

investigation and will be further described below.

At an earlier stage of the experiment, throe rhreshol'i Che "enkov

counters, as indicated in Fig.3, were utilized to identify particles

in the momentum range 2-12 GeV/c. The Cherenkov materials were silica

aerogel, freon at high pressure - 4 atm - and freon at atmospheric

pressure, respectively. The emitted light was collected by a mirror

system, passed, via wavelength shifters, through light guides and

finally collected by photomultiplier tubes. In between these counters,

multiwire proportional chambers, used for triggering and tracking,

were placed.

With completion in 1982, 1 walls in total of uranium calorimeters were

installed according to Fig.4 (Ref. 1201) , thereby providing full

azimuthal calorimetric coverage to the experiment. This calorimeter

aimed at delivering as complete information as possible about the

transverse energy of the events. Cf. jet events, which are

characterized by their - high - transverse energy and momentum. The

calorimeter consists of cells, each one viewing the interaction region

with an area of 20x20cm2, a si^e which was found to be consistent with

resolving ^85% of the individual particles in a jet. Each of the cells

is longitudinally, i.e. in the direction outwards from the collision

region, divided into one part measuring the electromagnetic energy

deposition: 6 radiation lengths of uranium/scintillator plates, and

one hadronic part: 3.8 absorption lengths of

uranium/copper/scinti 1 later plates. The corresponding energy

resolutions are 0.16//E and 0.36//É, with E in GeV, respectively.

Normally, the fraction of emitted energy that escapes from the

calorimeter without being detected - y,v,...- is larger for hadronic

showers than for electromagnetic ones. This is compensated for in this

case by utilizing the additional energy being deposited by the
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neutron-induced fission of 23*U. A specific composition of 23tU and

copper plates, interspersed with scintillator plates, was worked out

to equalize the calorimetric responses to pions and electrons. To get

an absolute calibration of the detector, the natural radioactivity of

the uranium was used. The read-out system for the calorimeter was

based on the wavelength shifter technique.

A general remark on calorimeters concerns their increasingly improved

energy-resolution for increased energies, which will make them most

valuable in experiments involving also higher energies than the

present one. Another strength of calorimeters is their ability to

detect electrically neutral particles.

At a later stage, the experimental set-up was further extended to

include also two walls o£ Nal crystals, placed inside the two vortical

uranium walls, to enable improved detection of e, y, n etc., by means

of a finer granularity than the one provided by the electromagnetic

part of the uranium calorimeter.

To match the high event-ratas, ~L07s~', at the intersections of the

ISR, with the selection of the very rare, 0^10 '-10 sb, high-p events

that it was a main aim of the AFS to study, it became necessary to

develop a rather sophisticated triggering system that, as completely

as possible and at the on-line level, could filter out exactly the

desired interactions. Typical triggers at the AFS were those requiring

the existence of a very high-p particle, the deposition of a certain

amount of energy, electromagnetic and/or hadronic, in some part of the

detector and so on. The e/art definition of each trigger was specified

by combining it with variable discriminator levels. Othtr facilities

concerned downscaling, by various fractions, of the more abundant

triggers, as well as parallel running of several triggers.

Part of the data used in this investigation, was obtained with a so

called minimum bias trigger, defined by the requirement of at least

one signal in the inner hodoscope, or coincident hits in the two down-

stream beam-beam counters. For the pp and pp data at /s=53GeV, only

the beam-beam coincidence was required. In this way, between 60% and

90% of the inelastic interactions were registered. The remaining part

of the data corresponds to a so-called high-multiplicity trigger, in

which a minimum number of hits in the inner hodoscope were required,

namely 14 and 20 for the pp and CtO. data, respectively.
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The most important part of the detector for this study, is the central

drift chamber (Ref.|2l|), schematically illustrated in Fig.5. It

consists of two half-cylinders, which are azimuthally divided into 82

sectors, each covering 4°. Due to the suspension arrangement, 8

sectors are "missing" in the vertical direction. In each sector, 42

anode or sense wires are stretched parallel with the beams and

radially distributed at distances between 0.2m and 0.8m. These wires,

being grouped in three rings as indicated in Fig.5, are in turn

interspersed with wires, whose potentials had been adjusted so as to

prevent the sense wires from influencing each other. The sectors are

separated by cathode wires with a radially and uniformly varying

potential. The chamber is filled with a SO/SO vol.% argon-ethane gas-

mixture at atmospheric pressure. Charged particles passing through tho

chamber ionize the ga.i and cause electrons and positive ions to drift

towards the appropriate wires. Careful studies were carried out to

adjust parameters like the electric field strength in the chamber,

pressure, mixing proportions and purity of the gas, ail to ensure that

the most uniform drift velocity will be achieved. It is namely from

th° drift time, given by the time delay between a start signal

provided by the inner hodoscope and the time of arrival of the

avalanche at the sense wires, in combination with a known drift

velocity, that the distance, in the transverse plane, to the sense

wires, is obtained. The sense wires are slightly staggered, tO.4mm,

w.r.t. a straight radius, to resolve the ambiguity as to from which

side of the wires the registered signal originates. The transverse

coordinate has a resolution of 0, ., =23OUm, out of which =60Um arise
dr 111

from the electronics. The resolution is further influenced by such

factors as the accuracy to which the wire positions are known and

variation of the drift velocity over the drift region (Cf. Ref.)19 j ) .

In the latter case, electron diffusion plays an important role,

comparable to that due to electronics. Corrections and adjustments to

minimize the influence of these effects were applied after careful

studies by the engineering group of the Collaboration.

The position coordinate in the direction of the wires, the z-

direction, was achieved from measurements of how the collected charges

where distributed between the two ends of each sense wire. The

corresponding resolution, being somewhat pulse-height dependent, is

o si.5cm. These charge division signals also provide dE/dx

information, used to extract particle identification - for kaons and



pions with momenta below =0.6GeV/c, for protons below =1.0GeV/c. Cf.

Sect.4.2. For this purpose, one uses only a certain fraction of the

lowest pulse-height measurements, usually the =(60-70)% lowest ones,

for each track and calculates from these the so-called truncated mean

pulse-height. The reason for omitting the largest signals is that

these correspond to Landau-distributed S-electrons. It is important in

this context to adjust the gas amplification so that the received

signal is exactly proportional to the original ionization. Typical

amplification factors are =(3-6)*10*.

The drift-time digitizations are registered in 3444 drift-time-

recorder, or DTR, units, whereas the pulse-height measurements are

passed to 6888 analog-to-digital converters, ADC:s. Each DTR unit may

register more than one signal, provided the signals are separated in

time by at least =100ns, whereas an ADC unit handles only the first

signal encountered in each event. This means that the z-information is

lost if the wire is activated more i.han once. Hence the number of z-

digitizations never exceeds the number of drift time digitizations for

a track.

To get a rough estimate of the momentum resolution of the drift

chamber, the following simplified consideration is made: For two

tracks, extended over the full chamber, corresponding to a length of

=60cm, and separated at maximum by a =l.Scm, Ar/r = 1.5/60 = 0.025.

Letting this determine the angle between the particle momenta and for

p in the interval 0.5+1.0GeV/c, this will yield Ap = 12-»-25MeV/c. This

should however be considered as an upper limit of the momentum

resolution, as the deflections of the tracks by the magnetic field,

yielding p , will be coupled to the considerably more accurately

determined drift-time measurements. An independent estimate of the

resolution is achieved from observation of the width of the K° peak,

found for 71 n combinations in minimum bias pp+pp data, Fig.6. Fitting

a Gaussian function to the peak yields the following parameters:

Mass=(503±l)MeV, width=(12±2)MeV. The two methods give consistent

results, which are also in agreement with the value of the width of

the J/ip found at the AFS, 12MeV - Ref -1221. In summary we therefore

quote the momentum resolution of the drift chamber to be roughly

15MeV/c.

t
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4 ANALYSIS

The strategy of this paragraph is to exlract the correlation data from

the information provided by experiment and, via various modifications

and checks, develop an increasingly refined object, from which physics

conclusions will be drawn. In doing so, we follow in much the

evaluation of the analysis that runs in parallel with the

publications.

Bose-Einstein interference is predicted to show up for pairs of

identical bosons. In the analysis, such pairs are formed and for each

of them, the appropriate two-particle correlation variables are

calculated. A corresponding calculation is performed for pairs

constituting a non-interfering background, and in bins of the

variables used, the properly normalized ratio of these tvo

distributions is formed. This ratio is the correlation function R, to

which theoretical predictions are fitted. With this as a general

scheme, it will be possible to get a deeper understanding of the Bose-

Einstein interference and to explore its more subtle details.

4.1 Quality restrictions on the data

The raw data, as appearing on the AFS data tapes, were processed

through the standard R807 programs for pattern recognition, INGER, and

momentum determination + vertex reconstruction, MARTHA. After this

chain of analysis programs, the data are still in a shape that needs

to be further cleaned up before physics results can be extracted, in

order to improve on the quality, some restrictions were imposed, which

principally may be divided into 4 classes:

Requirements on: 1. Individual tracks

2. " events

3. Assignment of tracks to the events

4. Pairs of particles

Particle momenta are determined in two ways by MARTHA: Firstly,

utilizing only the drift chamber information from the track finding

program, "single fit momentum", and secondly, after vertex

reconstruction, using the tracks when having been traced back to a



vertex, "vertex fit momentum". The latter momenta, being based on one

more data point, could possibly be considered somewhat more accurate.

Upon applying quality cuts that directly or indirectly are related to

the technical construction of the drift chamber, mostly via their

connection with particle momentum, e.g. Ap/p, p , opening angles and

also some variables used for particle identification, w& utilize the

entirely drift chamber based single fit momentum, whereas in those

parts of the analysis that are more closely linked to the extraction

of physics results, as for instance the calculation of various

correlation variables - Cf. eqs.(24) and (25) -, the vertex fit

momenta are used. Expressed in another way, we distinguish between

single fit and vertex fit momenta in a similar way as between tracks

and particles.

Each reconstructed track, corresponding to a charged particle in the

drift chamber and with a track reconstruction efficiency estimated to

be>95% - Ref.|21| - was required to be well fitted by the pattern

recognition program, in terms of x'/NDF for this fit: <5.5. When

dealing with the small momentum differences for which Bose-Einstein

correlations are valid, it is certainly crucial to minimize the

uncertainty of the momentum determination. Justified, in the first

place, by inspection of the Ap/p distribution, this variable was

demanded to be <0.04, in PII <0.10, in order to improve statistics.

For a typical particle having jp|=0.5GeV/c, this means Ap<0.02GeV/c,

which is much smaller than the bin sizes used, 0.05-0.10GeV/c. Such a

precise measurement of the momentum corresponds to a long track in the

drift chamber, since it is known from the theory of deflection of

charged particles in magnetic fields, that Ap/p 2 - 1/L1, where L is

the length of the particle trajectory in the field region, and p the
!

momentum component perpendicular to the field. For a subsample of •
75000 minimum bias pp collisions, we obtain, with Ap/p<0.04: <

i

<NS>=34±6, <NZ>=30±7

i.e the dri?t time measurements correspond to an average track that

enters all 3 rings of the drift chamber, see Fig.5. The relation NZ<NS

is in accordance with the discussion in Sect.3, p.18. The relaxation

of Ap/p from <0.04 to <0.10, for the kaons in PII, leads to an average

loss of si drift time digitizing per track. Generally, a - tight -

Ap/p cut helps in separating out the case when what ought to be

recorded as one track, i.e. what corresponds to one particle in the



chamber, is split into, and recognized as, two tracks by the analysis

program, when crossing the space between the rings. Thi= leads to a

situation that simulates very close tracks and that would give a false

contribution to the Bose-Einstein correlations. By requiring long

tracks, i.e. tracks extending over all three rings, this kind of wrong

track assignment is overcome.

In order to minimize inefficiencies associated with energy losses of

the particles in material encountered before the sensitive volume of

the drift chamber is entered, particles were required to have

plab>0.1GeV/c.

Particle identification is formally to be considered as part of the

data reduction, but due to its special importance to the results of

PII, it will be treated, in somewhat more detail, in =1 separate

paragraph below.

Accepted events were required to have at ieast one reconstructed

vertex, that also should be reasonably well fitted in terms of xVNDF.

The associated events were rejected if the vertices did not lie in the

beam crossing region, as determined from the distributions of the

vertex coordinates. In particular for the pp collisions, which

correspond to lower luminosities than the other data, this is an

important cut in separating out interactions of the beam particles

both with residual gas molecules and with the beam pipes. In parallel,

these kinds of reactions were tried to be eliminated by rejecting

events with many - >3 - protons in the final state. The event

reduction by this requirement is however fairly low: for no data

sample it exceeds 0.7%.

In the analysis, the charged particle multiplicity distributions were

truncated, by excluding their high and low end tails - with intervals

selected according to Tabled. The exclusion of the high end tails

corresponds roughly to 1% of the events, for each data set separately,

whereas the low end cutoff, which for reasons to be discussed below,

affects only the high multiplicity data, accounts for a reduction of

about 30% of the events. Note that, as a general principle, only

events with a charged multiplicity of at least 2 are considered for

correlation studies. Actually, the restriction is an even stronger

one, namely, depending on which type of correlations are studied, 2£

fc
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or 2K, each of which is to fulfil all goodness criteria.

Table 2 Charged particle multi-

plicity

Data

ppMB

ppMB

ppHM

aaMB

aaHM

intervals

<n >
ch

2-6

2-6
5-13

2-14

10-22

The main reason for the truncations is connected with the generation

of an uncorrelated reference distribution. As will be discussed below

(Sect.4.3), particles from different events will be combined to form

ficticious pairs, and in so doing, it is desirable that the particles

in the pair originate from events belonging to approximately the same

final state. As the charged particle multiplicity plays a somewhat

special role in the analysis, the events will be - roughly -

classified according to this parameter. There is also another reason

for the truncations, which is related to the different trigger

conditions that are valid for the minimum bias and high multiplicity

data, respectively. As described in Sect.3, p.16, the high

multiplicity data were achieved, roughly, by excluding at the on-line

level, the low multiplicity tails of the minimum bias data. For events

close to this trigger threshold, trigger biases cannot a priori be

excluded, for which reason we omit the lowest multiplicities of the

arisen high multiplicity distributions. We have checked the influence

of the truncations upon the obtained correlation results, and in no

case any significant deviations have been found, as exemplified in

Table3.
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Table 3 Values of fitted parameters, fit to eq.(29) in A,

and to eq.(34) in B, when events from truncated and

non-truncated (n . >2) multiplicity intervals are used,
en

A. Multiplicity dependence

Data

aaHM
CKXMB

ppHM

ppMB

ppMB

Truncated

<n . >
ch

13.52

5.35

7.39

2.97

2.92

r(++)fm

2.2+0.3

1.3+0.2

1.7+0.2

1.2+0.1

1.2+0.1

Non-truncated

<n >
ch

11.50

5.52

6.34

3.03

2.97

r(++)fm

2.0±0.2

1.3+0.1

1.5+0.2

1.1+0.1

1.2+0.1

B. Minimum bias <x<x data (q <0.2GeV/c).
L

Directional (in-)dependence.

|cos9(Ap)| Truncated Non-truncated

r(fm) V r(fm) X1

0-0.25 1.43+0.15 0.26+0.04 1.31+0.17 0.24*°'°*

0.25-0.60 1.69+0.17 0.22±0.04 1.70*°*2« 0.22+0.02 j

I
0.60-1.00 1.60+0.10 0.34+0.03 1.64 +°"^ 0.34+0.03 ^

—0 .18
f
I

The parametrizafion used is described in Sect.4.4. The fitted values t

indicate that the physics results obtained, namely the increase of r

with <n > for different data sets, and the directional
en I

(in-)dependence of r for minimum bias aa data, are reproduced also I
with the non-truncated distributions. It should be noticed that the i

truncated distributions, although representing smaller data samples,

in some cases give smaller errors for the fitted parameters than the

non-truncated distributions. Also the corresponding x'/NDF are usually

somewhat lower with the truncated data. These results encourage us to

utilize the truncated distributions in the subsequent analysis, as the

motivations for them are considered principally important.

The third class of cuts is realized by asking for tracks that have

either been used in fitting the vertex or afterwards been rejoined to

it. In either case, the fit of the track to the vertex should have a

good x2' F o r the n i 9 h multiplicity pp data, a somewhat different

method of vertex fitting was provided by MARTHA, yielding a so called

"box vertex", in which a small, but spatially extended, vertex region



was chosen. With this algorithm, it was convenient to relax the

X2:track-to-vertex cut and instead ask for a close correspondence

between the "single fit p " and "vertex fit p " defined above.

The introduction of cuts related to particle pairs is due to the

finite mechanical segmentation of the drift chamber. As described in

Sect. 3, the chamber is azimuthally divided into sectors of 4°. For

pairs of tracks having |A(J>|<4° and appearing in the same sector, there

is an obvious risque that they may not be properly resolved: They

could share drift chamber signals entirely and thus not at all be

recognized as a pair, or they could share signals partly and open up

only for the last part of their path in the chamber, whereby they inasi

probably would be - wtongiy - registered by the pattern reco-jn 11 i nr,

program as one long and one short t t-.rack. Tu take ir.to accj'.im ;.his

limited resolving power of the lir.ft chamber for close tracks, m in i:n-.irr,

opening angles JA8 | and, most important, |a<J> | of 2 . b" jere

required, both for the signal and, for consistency, for the background

combinations. The value of 2.5° was established by comparing the

signal and background distributions and by noting the Location of the

region of small relative angles, where the distributions differ - See

Figs.7a-b. The cut in | A9 , used in PI and PI I, was introduced

mainly as an analogue to the | Ao | cut, the difference between

signal and background being far less pronounced than for |Ap j and

visible only for pairs with low q and q . Actually, in connection
T L

with PIII it was found that, the restriction on AO could safely Uc

omitted. Some numerical values from fits with and without the cut. in

| A9 are quoted in Table4. E q . ( 2 9 ) , with a normalization factor N

included, as described in Sect.4.5., was used in the quoted fits.

Table 4 Results of fits wit!-, arid without restriction;:, on

)A9 |. Pions arQ identi! ied as in PI, 4 events

are used in the background bank and I A$ |?2.5 n.

D a t a | A e l a b | > 2 . 5 n No | A 9 l a b | c u t

pp,ppMB r = ( l . 2 4 ± 0 . 0 b ) f m r = ( 1 . 3 1 + 0 . O b ) fm

ppliM (50% of ( 1 . 6 6 * ? * )fm ( 1 . 6 7 t O . 1 6) fm

t h e d a t a )
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It was verified that such variations of I A4> I . that are
' ' nun

interesting from the point of view of acceptance limitations, =l°-»-4 ,

do not influence the values of the fitted parameters. In particular

this is true for |A$ a |>4D, which means that the particles are forced

to appear in different sectors of the drift chamber. The fact that a

value of jA$ | slightly less than 4°, namely 2.5°, does not have any

major influence on the parameter values makes it a plausible

assumption that the tracks constituting pairs of such small relative

angles, due to rather low momenta, actually change drift chamber

sector during the course of their passage through the chamber. Further

i m p l i c a t i o n s of the \h<t>L | >4' J-results will be d i s c u s s e d in S e c t . 5 . 3 ,

F i n a l l y , w e m r . t :••;:. • :'.•'• : .b je."'.'t >' •'.' i i r e c t i ;ns d u e t.'j C<jUi<jrr,b

i r. t «'• : a c t :' r;.-;. S(.':r : . / : • • • : • „ . .-iis :.A'.''.' :.'•' I K i'n in-' r ^ d u c o d i n t h i:;

a n a i / s i ä a .'i t ncy art; ,pe: y si a . 1 . Ccui-'.mb irt.eract i m s b e t w e e n the two

interi e r : n g b-jsons are n e g l i g i o l e u n l e s s their relative v e l o c i t i e s are

very iow, v a c , but even under these c i tc u m s t a n c e s , the c o r r e c t i o n s

introduced by the G a m o w factor are \ ry small, <l.Vi (Refs.|l :>| and

| 2.3 | ) . 1'hc? v e l o c i t y c o n d i t i o n c o r r e s p o n d s to q <2 * 10 '^eV/'c for

4 ( -'-],,) -•) i which it; tar b e y o n d •' >' j r limit; of res o l u t i jn. T h e

e l e c t r o m a g n e t i c interact i'"'n b e t w e e n each bo:;jn rind the remaining

h a d r o n i c system is oi n e g i i g i L . t importance, unie.;:; heavy ion

o l 1 i s i o m a r e c o n s i d e r e d , i.e. when the net charge M the residual

sys* em is h i g h .

4. 7_ Pa_r_t_icl_e i den t if i cat ion

Part i;:: f_> i dont i f icat. i on ; ri '.his study i • tja::ed oi, t ho "ri«r.jy 1 :^ss '<t

cha r g e d p a r t i c l e s by " i ef."t. r^magnet if: interactions: ioniratior, and

e x c i t a t i o n , of a medium - in l.hin ca'Ab, the drift c h a m b e r g a s - w h i c h

is a p p r o x i m a t e l y e x p r e s s e d by B e t h e - B l o c h ' s formula:

dK.'dx - —-—-[ir.l — ) - B - <5 ... J (16)
B i(i-B )

w h e r e Z i s t h e c h a r g e o f a n i o n i z i n g p a r t i c l e w i t h s p e e d v = $ c . J i s

the excitation potential of the medium and 6 is a density effect. Upon

displaying dE/dx vs particle momentum, a band structure is revealed,

where each baud is characterized by its value of the mass, i.e. it

corresponds to a particular particle identity. In Fig.8a, displaying

data from aa collisions, the TI , K and p bands show up clearly. By

t
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selection of proper regions of these graphs, particle identification

can be achieved: for protons wit!: momenta less than »lGeV/c, for kaons

and pions with momenta less than =0.6GeV/c, as detailed in Ref.1211 .

The identification used in PI and PHI, where nit correlations are

studied and thus primarily a good pion sample is aimed at, was

supplied by the momentum determination and vertex reconstruction

program MARTHA, and is based on lower pulse height cuts, coupled to

the appropriate momentum regions - the "MARTHA method". The pulse

height cuts corresponding to kaons and (anti-)protons were found to be

rather generous w.r.t. penetration into the pion band. Cf. for

instance Figs.8a-b for the case of kaons. Already from inspection of

dE/dx graphs, it was clear that merely excluding the MARTHA identified

K, p and p:s would yield a good pion sample. To investigate the

influence of any possible misidentified particles in the nn

correlation study, a subsample of the data was deliberately

contaminated by accepting also all K, p and p:s in the analysis, i.e.

abandoning all identification criteria. Compared to the case n=All-

K.,-p(p).., no statistically significant changes in the values of the
id id

extracted fitted parameters were observed. There are possible

indications of a somewhat reduced correlation strength X, but this

still occurs within the limits of the statistical fluctuations. See

Tables.

Table 5 Results of 2-dimensional fits of a subsample

(50%) of the high multiplicity pp data, with

different pion identification criteria. "MAR-

THA ID" corresponds to the sample with MARTHA

identified kaons and (anti-)protons excluded.

No identification MARTHA ID

r(ftn) 1.7 + 0.2 1.7±0.2

X 0.41+0.03 0.45+0.06

Studies at the ISR by the British-Scandinavian Collaboration have

shown that roughly 20% of all produced charged particles around 90°

are K, p and p:s, whereas the corresponding MARTHA identified

particles amount to ^10%. Exclusion of the MARTHA-K:s and -p(p):s thus

leaves us with an upper limit of the residual non-pion contamination

of the order 10%. In the light of the results obtained we conclude

however that this is no source of systematic differences in comparison

with an - ideal - pure pion sample.
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For the KK analysis in PII, the MARTHA identification criteria were

far too weak. It is clear from Figs.8a-b that the selected kaons, to a

non-negligible extent, penetrate the pion band, thus leadin_ to an

unacceptably high level of the non-kaon contamination. This cannot be

tolerated for the study of PII, since, in order to establish the very

existence of Bose-Einstein correlations between kaons, the analysis

relies heavily on a very pure kaon sample. Steps therefore had to be

taken to improve on the purity. The straightforward way of just

raising the MARTHA pulse height cuts turned out to so largely reduce

the number of surviving kaon candidates, that when contamination

criteria were satisfied, statistics were so poor that meaningful

correlation studies no longer could be carried out. r'f. Samples A and

C in Table6, p.28.

To circumvent these difficulties, a somewhat different approach was

adopted, namely that of using the approximate ljueajl relationship, for

a given mass, between dE/dx and 1/p2. A typical example of the

emerging band structure appears in Fig.l of PII.

The particle bands so revealed, are parametrized in terms of the

following variables:

/I . ,(dE/dx-(dE/dx)0),
RA=/(—)2 + [ J2 (17)

p2 10

r(dE/dx-(dE/dx)o)/10),
a=arctan[ - J (18)

1/P

This parametrization is illustrated in Fig.9. The value of (dE/dx) 0,

i.e. dE/dx for l/pJ=0, was extracted, for each data tape separately,

by choosing two intervals oC 1/p2, finding <dE/dx> for the pion band

in each of these and extrapolating linearly to l/p2-0. The factor

1/10, appearing in eqs.(l7) and (18), is merely a scale factor,

introduced to give the K band a reasonable geometrical shape.

Separating out the kaons can now be achieved by studying RA vs a, or

further refined, distributions of a for consecutive bins of RA. A

representative such distribution is shown in Fig.10. From these

distributions, it is possible to estimate the non-kaon contamination:

Cuts in the variables RA and a were applied so as to accept a

contamination -(5-10)%. These cuts were worked out separately for 3

bins of the number of z-, i.e. charge division, digitizings, in order

to take advantage of the more accurate measurements of long tracks. In
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this context it should also be mentioned that optimization of the

value of (dE/dx)0 really helps in suppressing the contamination.

Having deliberately removed (dE/dx)0 from the neignbourhood of its

correct value, it was verified that the linear dependence of RA upon a

was partly lost, whereby the outsmeared particle bands increasingly

began to overlap and consequently, the separability of the different

kinds of particles was reduced. It was also checked that moderate

variations of the cutoff values of RA and a, for different data

samples, did not significantly alter the extracted correlation data.

From studies of this kind, it was possible to extract a kaon sample,

sufficiently large to enable the establishment of the existence of

constructive interference between kaons, and to work out some of its

features.

A summary of the numbers of Same event combinations obtained with

different methods of identification is found in Table6.

Table 6 Number of Same event combinations K"K", for diffe-

rent kaon identification criteria and full statistics,

q is an approximation to q0 in the parametrization

of the correlation function.

Method of ident.
T L

interval(GeV/c) #S combinations

A dE/dx vs lg(p)
"MARTHA" kaons

B dE/dx vs 1/p2

"RA-ot" kaons

C dE/dx vs lg(p),
high dE/dx cuts

V0.6
qA<0.2(0.3)
1

2349

907
(1184)

257
(318)

The fraction of kaon candidates that is rejected, and being dominated

by pions, when going from the "MARTHA" identification of Sample A to

the "RA-Ct" identification of Sample B, differs for the various data

sets but is in some cases - pp data - found to be more than 50%.

Sample C constitutes the restricted dE/dx vs lg(p) data, i.e. with

identification based on the same principle as for Sample A, but with

harder pulse height cuts. Although a division into bins according to

the number of z digitizings was made also in this case, it is obvious,

as mentioned above, that sample C is much too small to be used in this

context.



In order not to mix results utilizing different methods of

identification, the pion sanple in PII was extracted in the same way

as the kaon sample, i.e. using the RA-a method. As the main purpose of

PII was to study the kaons, we did not aim at determining the RA-a

cuts of the pions so as to maximize the number of pions. Cf. the

relative smallness of the kaon sample. Actually, when comparing the

results of 2-dimensional fits based on the RA-a identified pion sample

with those based on the pion sample of PI and P H I , it is found that

r is shifted systematically upwards with at most +(0.2-0.3)fm
RA-a

w.r.t. r from PI - See Table7! This is an estimation of the systematic

error related to the method of particle identification.

Table 7 Values of the fitted parameter r (fm), where the fits are
TF 7T

b a s e d o n d a t a w i t h d i f f e r e n t p i o n i d e n t i f i c a t i o n c r i t e r i a .

Method of iden- dE/dx vs lg(p) dE/dx vs 1/p2

tification: (from PI) ("RA-a")

Data (++) (—) (++,—)

pp.MB 1.2*0.1 1.0*0.1
^1.48*0.04

pp,MB 1.2*0.1 1.4*0.1

pp,HM 1.7*0.2 1.6*0.2 1' 9 5-018 i

+0.14 *
aa,MB 1.3*0.2 1.5*0.1 1-60-n

aa,HM 2.2*0.3 2.6*0.4 2.50*0.05

A similar trend holds for the results of the 1-dimensional, R , fits
Jin

of PII. We are thus led to conclude that there is a slight systematic

effect related to the fact that just a subsample of the pions are used

in PII and which should be borne in mind when comparing values from

PII with those from PI and PHI. One notices however that the shift

affects all data samples similarly - for instance is the increase of r

with increasing <n > reproduced with the RA-a method.

4.3 The reference distribution

The problem of getting an uncorrelated reference distribution against

which the correläcions should stand out always comes up when Bose-

Einstein interference is studied. There is no unique solution as to

its practical realization and in the end, it is often the experimental

situation that governs the decision. Ideally, the background should
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differ from the real, correlated distribution only in that it shows no

signs of Bose-Einstein symmetrization. This can be specified as a

series of conditions:

Absence of identical particle interference

Absence of any additional correlations, e.g. resonances, in

excess of those present in the real distribution

Presence of the same kinematic constraints and dynamic corre-

lations as in the real sample, e.g. special event structures.

There exist several ways of dealing with these criteria, each of which

having its own inherent strengths and weak points. The most

straightforward procedure is probably to just remove the constraint of

ident ical particles and form combinations of oppositely charged pions,

kaons etc, still emerging from the same event. This background will be

referred to as S(+-), below. Obviously, such a background will well

reproduce the kinematic conditions of the correlated pairs and the

method was rather extensively used in the early applications of Bose-

Einstein interferometry to high energy physics, e.g. Refs.|3| and

|24|. However, it has the disadvantage of being strongly influenced by

resonances. Not only do those resonances contribute that decay

exclusively into 2 oppositely charged pions or kaons, e.g. p+n + it",

<J>-»K'K , but also those decaying into *3 particles, e.g. $, ̂ ,,

u-»n IT TT°, give reflections in this reference distribution. As pointed

out e.g. in Ref.|12| these reflections are spread out over rather

large intervals of the effective mass range and are consequently not

trivially eliminated. Specially, they extend into the lower mass,

lower (q ,q ) , region, where Bose-Einstein correlations are at maximum

strength. One attempt to solve this problem is described in Ref.) 16 j,

where Monte Carlo simulations are used to estimate the q

distributions of those pions that originate from reronance (f|,w)

decays. Those distributions are then subtracted from the original n fi

sample. The uncertainty in the knowledge of the numbers of n and w per

event is however expected to have a larger effect on the results than

the original resonance reflections. For this reason, the authors of

Ref. 1161 use the described technique just to estimate the influence of

these resonances, and upon extracting their main results, they confine

themselves to excluding those intervals of q or Q from the reference

distribution that correspond to exclusive 2-particle decays.
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It has been shown e.g. in Refs.|l3| and |25J that resonances are

copiously produced at the AFS under conditions that are relevant to

the present data. Actually, part of the pp and pp data used in the

current analysis is identical to that used in Refs.|l3| and |25|. In

addition we have the problem of K0+n + tt~, the presence of which was

mentioned in the discussion on the resolution of the drift chamber.

Also, misidentified e+e", e.g. from soft y conversions, might destroy

a background of this kind. With a special experimental set-up at the

AFS, the existence of such conversions was verified - See Ref.|26|,

e.g. Fig.3a therein. Together with the fact that the S(+-)

distributions arrived at in this thesis indeed show tendencies of a

peak at q and q =0 - Cf. ".i'ig.l2a below. - it is plausible to assume
T L>

that e*e~ pairs from soft y conversions contaminate the S(+-)

background also in the present analysis. Eliminating low mass e e

pairs by means of a cu* in the effective mass will however affect

precisely the domain where Bose-Einstein interference is most

distinct.

Arguments of this kind lead us not to use S(+-) as reference

distribution. One way of removing the various dynamic correlations

mentioned above, is to combine particles from different events,

belonging to the same final state (Ref.|27|), where the latter

condition can be fulfilled to the extent allowed by statistics. This

method is preferentially to be applied to events with isotropically

emitted - and detected - particles. Otherwise, the background

distribution will turn out to be more isotropic than the real one.

Possibilities to circumvent this problem are, when there exists a very

clear event axis, e.g. in 2-jet events, to combine only particles from

those events whose axes are nearly coincident (Ref.1151), or
!

alternatively, to rotate the event axes into each other. As soon as I

there is an admixture of 3-jet events, i.e. no longer any clear event

axis, the applicability of the event-mixing technique is however

strongly reduced. We will use the event-mixing technique in forming

the background in the present study as the AFS has almost 4n angular

coverage and as the data in this analysis have no outstanding

topological signatures. To illustrate the last point, the rapidity

distribution for a sample of =10000 high multiplicity oa events is

shown in Fig.11. A general remark in this context concerns the fact

that various acceptance effects, as for instance those related to the
*

non-complete rapidity coverage of the detector, are eliminated upon
forming the ratio between two distributions originating from the same
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experimental apparatus.

Denoting the ficticious, mixed-event pairs with D1# the algorithm for

generating them, adopted in PI and PII, can be schematically written:

Dj = t event(n)*event(n+l) (19)

n

where each term represents all possible combinations of two like-char-

ged pions/kaons, originating from these two particular events. As the

charged-particle multiplicity, n , plays an important role throughout
en

the analysis, this parameter was selected to characterize, to some

extent, the final state of the events. Consequently, the multiplicity

distributions were truncated by excluding their upper and Lower end

tails, as mentioned above. For consistency, the "same-event"

combinations were also extracted from this class of events. As to the

more detailed influence of these truncations, cf. Sect.4.1, p.21ff.

A potential advantage of the event mixing technique is the possibility

of extending it to combine each particle in one event with particles

not only from one other event, but with those from a number of

different events, thereby reducing that part of the statistical error

that originates from the background. Already with a bank of 4 events,

this contribution is negligible, or almost negligible. This refined

background was used in the analysis of PHI. Typical values of the

numbers of Same and Different event combinations, for the high

multiplicity pp data sample, are shown in Table8. The numbers

correspond to those two angular intervals chosen to probe the

transverse and longitudinal dimensions of the interaction region, as

defined in connection with Fig.2 of P H I .



Table 8 Number of pion pair combinations in the real

and 4-event-extended background distributions

for high multiplicity pp data with q <0.2GeV/c

and consecutive bins of q . "Transverse" and

"Longitudinal" are defined in connection with

Fig.2 of PHI.

q (GeV/c) S/D,:Transverse Longitudinal

0-0.1 1627/10891 901/5917

0.1-0.2 3706/27794 2301/19481

0.2-0.3 5376/44441 2700/24452

0.3-0.4 5298/46383 2187/19066

0.4-0.5 3826/14349 1445/13282

0.5-0.6 2571/22408 929/8347

0.6-0.8 2281/21093 84J/8347

To get some information about the quality of the background (19), DJf

that we used in PI and PII, and its 4-event extension D,, adopted in

P H I , the following ratio was formed:

S(+-)
fMq.7.) = (20)

T D1(,(
++- — )

The results, for minimum bias Ota data and 4 background events, are

shown in Fig.12a, where the distributions are normalized to the same

number of combinations over the whole q range. It is obvious that the

n*n~ distribution reveals some structure, which, at least partly, is

due to resonances. For the Dl background, a similar pattern appears.

To also investigate any possible relative trends between the D, and D,

samples, the ratio between them was formed:

D, (+•+,-->

R2(qT) is illustrated in Fig.12b and is found to be perfectly

consistent with one. Cf. also the results on R(KJl), Sect.5.1. To

further assure that there are no systematic effects connected with the

change in the number of background events, n, fits were performed, for

the minimum bias SOi data sample, when n was varied, whereas other

parts of the analysis were kept exactly identical. The results appear

in Table9.
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Table 9 Values of fitted parameters, fit to eq.(34), for different

backgrounds: S(+-) and D . The number of background pairs
n

are also quoted. (Minimum bias aa data, q <0.2GeV/c)
Li

Back- r(fm) X' Nb of D comb,
ground (q<0.2, q_<1.5 GeV/c)

i» T

D,(++,—) 1.6±0.1 0.27+0.02 98816
D,(++,--) 1.6±0.1 0.26±0.02 394423

Dio( + +'~) 1.5*0.1 0.26*0.02 983861
S(+-) 1.7±0.1 0.27±0.03 55868

It is obvious that changing the number of different events in the

background bank does not alter the values of the fitted parameters,

thereby justifying the step Dj+D,. Further support is lent by Fig.12b.

On the other hand, for these reasonably large data samples, the

influence of the large statistics background is not crucial to the

size of the errors listed in Table9, although it causes some reduction

in the errors of R(q ).

For completeness, we want to mention a special case of the event-

mixing technique, being detailed in Ref.|ll| and becoming important in

the limit when the number of used events in the background bank

approaches that of the total number of considered, real events. In

this case, the statistical errors are somewhat enlarged w.r.t the

normal /n dependence. The effect is negligible for the present study.

Apart from these two main ways of getting a non-interfering

background, there exist several modified and even mixed versions of

them. In events with a clear symmetry axis, it is possible to randomly

redistribute, within each event, the transverse momenta with respect

to this axis, while keeping the longitudinal components unchanged.

From these ficticious particles, pairs are created, either with charge

+- or ++,—, still within the same event (Ref.|l2|) to form a

reference distribution. One strength of this method is its strict 3-

momentum - and approximate energy - conservation. This can be

important e.g. in jet events, where leading particle effects are a

potential problem. As the multiplicities for our minimum bias data are

relatively low - typically z3 for the pp(pp) events - we do not find

it very meaningful to redistribute the transverse momentum components

among these few particles. Further, in order not to compare results

obtained using different background algorithms, the redistribution
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method was not used for the ether, higher multiplicity, data samples

either. Indeed, it was pointed out in Rei.J23| that different methods

for background generation probably is a strongly contributing source

for systematic variations between different correlation

investigations. The number of background combinations achieved when

redistributing particle momenta is also rather limited: It is

marginally, and only indirectly, increased in comparison with the

original S(+-) sample, as resonance regions no longer have to be

explicitly excluded. Consequently, there is no analogue to the

extension possibilities of the "mixed-event" algorithm.

In Ref.|12| it is found that changing the background from trie S(+-) to

the onn with randomly reshuffled transverse momenta, means a lowerino

of r. Qualitatively, this is easily understood, since the elimination

of an enhancement in the background distribution - resonance

contributions at Vow q -, yields a w_ide_r ratio R(q, ) and hence a

smaller radius. Our data show a similar trend when going from the

S(+-) to the D background. Cf. Table?,
n

It has often been noted, e.g. Refs.|l2| and |l6|, that changing the *
i

background may lead to changes in the behaviour of the correlation J

function at large q , Q etc. One way of handling this kind of problem k

is proposed in Ref.|231, where the standard Bose-Einstein ratio R, as j

obtained from their data, is divided by the corresponding ratio 5j

obtained from Monte Carlo events, generated according to the Lund

model, which does not contain any interference effects, but which is

supposed to reproduce other possible systematics related to the method

of background generation. This procedure assumes that the additional

correlations factorize from the Bose-Einstein ones. Further, the

parameters put into the Monte Carlo represent, a source of uncertainty *
i

even if chosen very carefully. The same is of course true if the ;

reference sample is entirely Monte Carlo generated. It is often true

for MC algorithms in general that they are not optimized to reproduce

two-particle distributions and it nay also be difficult to get such

samples of sufficient tiizes. Cf. P.efs.|7| and | 1.61 _ Bose-Einstein

interference is a delicate eftect, located quite near the origin of a

steeply rising distribution and is highly sensitive to a good match

between the real and background distributions. As there at present

exists no adequate MC mode] describing the current minimum bias events

with the required degree of accuracy, we do neither consider this

possibility of background generation any further, nor make any other
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comparisons with MC generated data.

After these considerations, we are led to conclude that the mixed

event technique as described above, with one as well as four

background events, is appropriate for application to the AFS data of

this analysis.

4.4 Parametrization of the correlation function

Parametrizing the Bose-Einstein correlation function means to find an

analytical form of the theoretically evaluated R, so that it is

expressed in variables that can conveniently be carried over to the

correlation data provided by the experiment, namely the ra*. Lo

AN /AN . Also, parameters suitable to fit, and which can be
cortr uncorr

given a clear physical meaning, should be introduced. Just as in the

case of choosing an appropriate background, there is no canonical

solution - instead a great variety of variables and functional forms

have been used throughout the literature. What particular form one

selects depends largely upon the information that one wants to

extract, as will be described below. It is always important to bear in

mind that the parameter values obtained should be interpreted

according to the specific parametrization in which they occur.

All parametrizations, in some way, deal with the 4-momentum difference

of the boson pairs. This difference may be expressed as one single

variable, i.e. one corresponding parameter to fit, in which case many

authors use the Lorentz invariant Q2, the negative of the squared 4-

momentum difference:

Q' = "(Pi'-PaV = M 1 2
2 - (m.+rn,)2 = |2PCM(2irJ|' (22)

where M12 is the effective mass of the particle pair. Its close

connection with M2 makes Q2 particularly vaLuable when the background

handling involves explicit exclusion of resonance regions. As detailed

in Sect.4.3, this may be the case when the event-mixing technique is

not immediately applicable, e.g. for those events that are neither

very isotropic, nor have any clear event axis, such as 3-jet events.

Consequently, e*e" data are often parametrized in terms of Q1. The

string interpretation of e*e~ hadronization lends further support to

the use of Lorentz invariant quantities for this type of reaction

since it involves systems that are highly relativistic. Another



advantage of Q* is its applicability to studies of correlations

involving more than 2 particles: Q2=M2-(I.m. ) 2 is equally valid for an

arbitrary number of particles, and Q2 -* 0 corresponds well to the

concept of n "nearby" particles.

For the pairs of identical particles considered here, AE^, =0, and
CM(IV)

it follows that Q 2 =l 2P r M f 2 ,1*' a s stated in eq.(22). This means that

the variable conjugate to Q should be interpreted as a measure of the

extension of the boson source, as determined in the CM system of the

particle pair. Transformation into the laboratory system alters the

interpretation into some average space-time extension, which however

lias no intuitive physical correspondance. Normally, Q2 enters the

correlation function in terms "f a squared Gaussian:

K - I -• e (23)

By treating separately the 3-momentum and energy differences in the

correlation function - and at the same time giving up Lorentz

invariance - it is, at least in principle, possible co extract pure

spatial and pure temporal information about the interaction region.

According to the theory of the correlation function (Cf. Sect.2.1.),

the variable conjugate to Ap reflects the spatial density of boson

sources along Ap, i.e. is a measure of the spatial extension r of the

interaction region in this direction, whereas T, the parameter

associated with AE, characterizes the time evolution of the bosonic

system. The space parameter has an immediate interpretation which it

has even been possible to refine so as to provide information about

the shape of the interaction region. Cf. P H I . The meaning of T, on

the other hand, is more vague and has been subject to various

interpretations. Kopylov and Podgoretskii (Kefs. |') | - | 10 | ) propose it

to be the mean life time of the boson sources , whereas Cocconi in

Ref.141 interprets Tc as the depth of the layer in which bosons are

produced, so that T is the - mean - time that it takes the bosons to

pass this region. Describing TC as a distance makes it, by analogy

with the previous spatiai analysis, natural to use, instead of

q(l = |AE|, that component of Ap being parallel to the line of flight, in

practice, this has been attained by considering q , the component of

Ap parallel to the 3-momentum sum of the boson pair. Cf. e.g.

Ref.128 J . It will be shown below, that for highly relativistic

particles and small opening angles, |q | is indeed a good

approximation to q0. For each boson pair, the longitudinal, i.e. //£p,
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component of Ap thus yields information about the radial extension of

the boson emitting layer, whereas the corresponding q - the component

of Ap^-Ip, according to Ref.|27|, and extensively used in the

literature - probes the transverse extension, from the point of view

cf that particular boson pair. Summation over all such pairs will then

yield an average of the spatial extension in all directions, i.e. the

overall size of the emission source. This situation is to be strictly

distinguished from the one aiming at determining the shape, w.r.t.

some well-defined axis, of the region. In the latter case it is

necessary to consider components of Ap, or q , related to some

coordinate system common to the whole event - and, if necessary, to

all events - i.e. not just w.r.t. Ep of each pair.

Guided by such principles and by the possibility to extract a

parameter of pure spatial nature, we are led to parametrize R in terms

of q and q . Justification for the replacement of \&p\ and q0 with q

and q , respectively, will be given below. In calculating these

variables, all momenta have been transformed into the CM system of the

event. (

i

4.4.1 Some comments to the variables q and q f

T L .

The strict definitions of q and q are as follows: I
T h \

lr*lJlr*l li'e- 5 L//£5) (24)
|ip| |Lp|

IT (i.e. ^ T ^ T '^T'L^5) (25)

The variables are illustrated in Fig.13.

Denoting with a the opening angle between the 2 bosons and with u the

angle between the sum and the difference of their 3-momenta,

definitions (24) and (25) yield:

i* i (15,1* - 15.1')
* = ( 2 6 )2 | p \ | | p - 2 | c o s 0 L )

| ^ T | = | s i n u | / ( | j 5 j | 2 + | j $ j | 2 - 2 | J , | | ^ , | c o s O ) w h e r e

. . 2 |g t | | g t | | - s lna l
sinu = (27|
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For reldtivistic pions, |p*|=E, and hence from eq.(26):

|5L| 5 qoJ_lLl!£ii > qo (28)

In the case of 1-dimensional fits for a fixed bin of some - small

q , the restriction on q0 will obviously be even stronger.
L

The case of interest from the point of view of Bose-Einstein

correlations, i.e. when the S and D distributions are markedly

different due to the presence of this effect, is when the two bosons

have nearly equal 4-momenta, i.e. the same (p ,p ,p ) and E.
x y z

prescription is thus to look for two bosons with:

i. Small opening angle,i.e. very similar (p ,p ,p^)- Cf. in this

context the angular variables used in the early work of

Ref.|2|.

ii. Approximately the same energy, which for relativistic particles

means |p\ | a |p2|.

Application of i. to (26) + |q | = ||pj|-|p2|| s q0 .\

" i• " (27) + |qT| » 0 i

Application of ii. to (26) •• |q I = 0

" li. " (27) * |qT| z |Ap| \

I
In conclusion, when the "Bose-Einstein conditions" i. and ii. are i

simultaneously fulfilled, there is a close correspondence between -

(|Ap|,q0) and (q ,q ), namely |Ap|=q sO, and qo=q =0. Under conditions j

different from i. and ii., q and q will not generally be (
T L j

approximately equal to |Ap| and q0. For these particle pairs however, :

we expect a similar behaviour to hold for, and to be taken care of by,

the background. The fact that R with good accuracy reaches a constant

level outside the correlation region - Cf. e.g. Fig.2 for nn

correlations, and Fig.2 in PII for KK correlations - supports this

assumption.

In Fig.14, the variables q0, q , (Ap| and q are shown as a function

of the opening angle a of the boson pair, for |p,|=1.IGeV/c and

|p,|=1.0GeV/c, i.e. for fixed qo=0.1GeV and assuming |p|=E. At small

values of a we see the close correspondence between qo«-+q and between

|Ap|«-MJ respectively. As a increases, |Ap| and q increase, very

\
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closely at first, thus indicating that the "Bose-Einstein region" is

abandoned - large j Ap|! -, even if q0, and q , are still small.

Approaching a=180°, there is a flip between the introduced variables

q and q : q drops to 0, while q rises to |&p|. In the (|Ap|,q0)

plane, we are outside the Bose-Einstein region because |Ap| is large,

in the (q ,q ) plane, because q is large. Thus, even if effects like
T L LJ

these had not been taken care of by the background, they occur outside

the correlation region. The same is valid when considering the small

discrepance at a+0, introduced by the fact that |Ap|>q0, whereas q >0:

To get a considerable difference between q and |Ap|, a high q0 is

required, which again, by definition, occurs outside the Bose-Einstein

domain.

In this context, we mention the cuts in |A<t>| and |A9|, introduced for

reasons of limited two-particle resolving power of the detector.

Altering the size of these cuts means altering any possible influence

of the above-mentioned difference between |Ap| and q . Small such

alterations do however not significantly change the values of the

fitted parameters - Cf. Tablel4, p.53, for an example of this -, which

indicates that remnants of the discrepancy, if any, are of negligible

importance» upon forming the ratio R.

For completeness, we mention the case |Pi|=|Pj|> i-e. qo=0. Eqs.(26)

and (27) yield q -qo=O and q 5|Ap|, where q rises from 0 to
L T T

|pj|+|p2|, as a increases.

In summary, the above-mentioned remarks indicate that for the purpose

of studying Bose-Einstein correlations, the variables q and q are
T LJ

adequate approximations to the corresponding 4-momentum difference
c o m p o n e n t s , a n d t h a t t h e c o n d i t i o n s ( q = 0 , q ~ 0 ) y i e l d a g o o d m a p o f

T L

the region where constructive interference has its maximum strength.

4.4.2 Checkson the garametr_i_zat i_on

We are thus going to handle separately the spatial and temporal
variables by using q and q . For the functional dependence of R, the

T L

expression suggested by Kopylov and Podgoretskii, and modified with

the factor X, will be adopted, namely:
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n . x , M
2J'(qTr>.,. 1

 (29)

To show that this parametrization is in agreement with our data,

various checks were made. In addition to the motivations given above,

the replacement of q0 by q was explicitly investigated. In TablelO,

some characteristic results are shown, arrived at in connection with

PI, namely the values of the fitted parameters, as obtained when

performing a fit vs q for a fixed bin of q or q0, respectively. In

T L
this case, R reads:

2Ji(q TO 2

R = 1 + X' ( )
qTr

with \'-\'(qr) or \ ' = A ' ( ci, ) respectively (30)

11*11* and if n combinations are treated separately. The fits were

performed for q and qo<0.15GeV/c, where Bose-Einstein interference

should be at maximum strength. The results are consi;tent with the

predicted approximate equality between q and q0. We notice in passing

also that no systematic differences between parameters derived from

H n and n n combinations are found.

T a b l e 10 V a l u e s of f i t t e d p a r a m e t e r s , f i t of e q . ( 3 0 ) to R ( q ) f o r
T

( a ) : q a n d ( b ) : q 0 < 0 . 1 5 G e V / c . N o n - t r u n c a t e d m u l t i p l i -
L

city distributions have been used.

Data (a): r(fm) X•(q ) (b): r(fm) X*(q0)
L

ppMB++ 1.3i0.1 0.49-0.OS 1.4*0.1 O.IStO.OS

1.1*0.1 0.40:0.04 1.1*0.1 0.36*0.04

aaMB++ 1.1*0.1 0.24*0.03 1.3*0.1 0.23*0.03

1.5*0.1 0.28*0.04 1.6*0.1 0.28*0.04

If eq.(29) is indeed a valid parametrization of the correlation data,

fits, in bins of q and qr respectively, ought to give values of the

parameters that are consistent with those obtained from fitting R 2-

dimensionally, i.e. vs q and q simultaneously. That this, within the

limits of statistics, is the case, is shown in Tablell for a few

representative data samples.

t
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Table 11 Comparison of parameter values obtained from fits

of R vs q (q <0.15GeV/c), R vs q (q <0.15GeV/c)
T L L T

and R vs (qm#q_) respectively, to the appropriate
1 Li

form of eq.(29).

Data

p^MB

aaMB

r(++)fm
Tc(++)fm

r(~) fm
TC( —)fm

1

1

R(qT

.2±0
-

. 5 + 0
-

)

. 1

. 1

R(qL)

_

1 .0+0 .2

_

1 .0+0 .2

R ( q T . q L )

1 . 2 ± 0 . 1
0 . 9 ± 0 . 1

1 . 5 ± 0 . 1
0 . 9 + 0 . 2

Further support to the parametrization of eq.(29) is lent by the

results of its fit to data from consecutive bins of q and q

respectively, namely r vs q and Te vs q . In Tablel2, the values for
L T

7I~7T~ pairs from minimum bias aa data are listed. These, as well as the

corresponding values for the other data samples, indicate that r and

Tc, in agreement with eq.(29), are independent of q and q .
T L

Table 12 r and TC as obtained from fits for conse-
cutive bins of q and q respectively,

L T
for aa min. bias, fl n combinations.

qL(qT)GeV/c r( —)fm Tc(--)fm

0-0.05
0.05-0.10
0.10-0.15
0.15-0.20
0.20-0.25
0.25-0.30
0.30-0.40

1 . 6 + 0 . 3
1 . 7 ± 0 . 3
1 . 3 + 0 . 2
2 . 2 + 0 . 4
1 . 0 + 0 . 3
1 . 6 + 0 . 4
1 . 3 + 0 . 4

3 . 4 + 1 . 9
l . l t O . 3
0 . 7 + 0 . 3
0 . 7 + 0 . 4

1 .0±0 .5
0 . 5 + 0 . 4
1 .5±1 .6

2-dim. 1.5+0.1 0.9+0.2

One particular consequence of the parametrization in eq.(29) is the

shrinking height of R(q =0) as <qt> increases. That the data • really
T L

show this behaviour is illustrated in Figs.l5a-c, where the

correlation ratios for minimum bias aa collisions, R vs q , are

displayed for different bins of q . The fitted functions also

indicated are those obtained from the global, i.e. 2-dimensional, fit.

They are seen to well describe the data. From the 2-dimensional fit we

obtain X=0.3l+0.01 and TC=(0.92+0.07)fm, to be compared with

X'=0.26+0.02 from fitting R vs q_ with q <0.2GeV/c. We do achieve
1 L

\'<\, which is in accordance with eq.(29), as <q > here *0. Insertion
L*

I
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of numerical values, <q >=0.10GeV/c in this case, into the definition

of X1, as given by eqs.(29) and (30), yields X'=0.I5. An increased

<q,> is obtained if a small bin of qT is chosen, centered around some

- high - q , as in Fig.15, but also if a larger bin size is used. The
L

latter is valid for the KK study in PII, and in Sect.5.1.1, p.48, we

will actually extrapolate our knowledge of X' to get some hints about

X.

At this point it may be noted that statistics do not permit drawing

any very precise conclusions as to the exact nature of the space-time

density p(r,t) of the boson sources, e.g. if it is better described by

the sphere model according to Kopylov and Podgoretsk i' i or by a 3-

dimensional Gaussian distribution. This is obvious from our ability to

fit either form to our data, and from the observation of the very

small amounts by which these fitted functions differ. Cf . Sect.2.1.1.

Thus we do not primarily aim at a definite settlement of the

functional form of p(r,t) but rather at getting some information about

how it is related to the variation of appropriate conditions.

It was mentioned in connection with the description of different

backgrounds that these may introduce various behaviours of the

correlation function R at large q , Q etc. These effects are in most

cases only poorly theoretically understood. Often they are supposed tr

be due to residual non-Bose-Einstein correlations, different for the

signal and background and which, in addition, are differently handled

by different backgrounds. This actualizes the introduction of an

additional factor into the pararaetrization of R. This factor, usually

expressed as the beginning of a series expansion of the additional

correlations, has however no clearly established analytical form:

Depending on whether R is displayed vs q , Q etc or vs the

corresponding squared quantity, different expressions appear:

(1+Cq ), (l+C'-q 2) etc. As its inclusion is only a posteriori

motivated, namely from inspection of the shape presented by R, and as

we see no clear large-(q ,q ) trends, no such a factor will be
1 L*

introduced in the current analysis.
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4.5 Normalization

Although of a practical nature, the problem of normalization of the

correlation ratio, is not quite trivial. Ideally,

S(qT,qL) ,r2J»(qTr)1i 1

R= i—ä- = 1 + \[ — ] * • j (31)
D(qT,qL) qTr l+(qLtc)

which means that R+l as qT and/or qL + <*>. Empirically, this is in

general not the case because of the different sizes of the signal and

background samples. In solving this problem, two approaches have been

utilized. In Method I, used in PI and PII, an explicit, absolute,

normalization region is chosen, whose limits lie well outside the

region of Bose-Einstein correlations. When the correlations, for large

q and/or q , vanish, the S and D distributions become alike, and the

ratio ©f the two stabilizes at some level. By studying the shape of R

and by noting the onset of this level of stabilization, appropriate

limits of the absolute normalization region can be settled. The

normalization is then given by the values of the number of S and D

combinations in this region, so that:

r£D(qT,qL), S(qT,qL)
R(qT,qL) = [- i—&-] • ±—±- (32)

r L ES(qT,qL) D(qT,q,)
q > a

with properly chosen values of a and b. In PI, a = b = 0.6GeV/c, in

PII, a = 0.4GeV/c. in this way, lim R(q ,q )=1 as qT#qL + "# as in the

original, on theoretical grounds, derived form of R. As mentioned

above, we did not observe any large-(q ,q ) trends of R, which
T Lå

otherwise could have made the use of this method less straightforward.

Alternatively, and used in the analysis of P H I , the S/D ratio can bs

prenormalized, by scaling it with some, in principle arbitrary,

factor, after which a normalization factor N is introduced into the

parametrization of R as a fitted parameter - Method II. In PHI, the

prenorfflalization was to the same total number of S and D combinations

over the whole q range and q <0.2GeV/c, i.e.

rED(qL<0.2;qT), S(qL<0.2;qT)
R(qr<0.2;q.r) = [ * —] • * ±- (33)

HL r lZS(qL<0.2;qT)
J D(qL<0.2;qT)
qT

in which case R stabilizes at some level at large qT. Because of the

relative excess of S over D at small q , this level is < 1. The

correlation function, as used in P H I , then reads:
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(34)

The consistency between parameter values obtained with Methods I and

II has been studied and found to be excellent, as long as one is not

limited by statistics in the region of absolute normalization. With

this criterion satisfied and recognized through reasonable values of

X*/NDF, the values of the fitted parameters stay approximately

constant both when changing the region of absolute normalization and

upon introducing N into the parametrizati in. Cf. Tablel3A. As

statistics gets poorer in the absolute ni rmalization region, the

errors of the parameters grow larger, and at sufficiently small

normalization regions, none of t.lie fitted quantities any longer can be

given any meaningful interpretation.

To assure that the contribution to the statistical errors due to

fluctuations in the scaling factor is minimized, the data in PHI were j

prenormalized over the whole q interval, as indicated in Tablel3A.

i.

One test of the consistency between results obtained with and without \
t

fitting N, is the fact that when N is fitted to data being '•

prenormalized to a true, absolute/ normalization region, the fitted ,

value of N will be compatible with 1. This inherent property of Method

I is obvious from eq.(32). and exemplified in Tablel3B for the KK

data. The same is found to be true for nir correlations when a cutoff

of q or q of 0.6GeV/c is used, as in PI. We close the section by

concluding that as long as the fits give reasonable values of x'/NDF,

any systematic errors in r, Tc etc emerging from the method of

normalization, are smaller than the statistical errors.
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Table 13 Values of fitted parameters, obtained with different methods

of normalization, r and TC are expressed in fm.

A: r and \, related to the transverse and longitudinal dimensions,
as defined in connection with Fig.2 of P H I , for a subsample of
the high multiplicity pp data and different normalization re-
gions. The corresponding results obtained when simultaneously
fitting N, and the normalization extended over the whole q
interval, are also given.

q (cutoff) r X' X2/NDF

(SeV/c) T'L T'L

0.32*0.05 2.69/5

0.33±0.06 1.38/5

0 . 3

0 . 4

0 . 5

0 . 6

0 . 8

N f i t

0 .3

0 . 4

0 . 5

0 . 6

0 . 8

N f i t

T : 1 . 7 ± 0 . 1

1 . 6 ± 0 . 1

1 . 7 - 0 . 2

1 . 9 ± 0 . 2

2 . 5 ± 0 . 4

1 . 5 ± 0 . 2

L: 3 . 3 * 0 . 3

3 . 4 * 0 . 3

3 . 3 * 0 . 4

3 . 2 * 0 . 5

3 . 8 + 0 . 7

3 . 4 ± 0 . 4

0.22±0.09 1G>JS,'5

0.35±0.06 C.94/4

0.62±0.10 7.95/5

0.60+0.10 6.67/5

0.61±0.09 5.62/5

B: KK correlations, R(q ), q <0.3GeV/c

Absolute normalization region: q >0.4GeV/c, fit for q <0.5GeV/c

(No fit to N)

r=2.4*0.9 X'=0.58±0.31 x*/NDF=l.32/3

Prenormalization region: q >0.4GeV/c, fit for q <1.5GeV/c

(Fit to N)

r=2.6*0.7 X'=o-59!o'26 X2/NDF=2.80/5
N=l.012*0.008

0.62±0.12 4.94/5 »

0.52*0.13 7.65/5

0.60*0.09 8.38/4
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5 COMMENTS TO THE PHYSICS RESULTS

With the methods of analysis developed in the previous paragraph, some

physics investigations were carried out. The main results of these are

contained in PI-PIII and just a few additional comments will be made.

5.1 The nature of the correlations

The existence of Bose-Einstein correlations is a consequence of a

fundamental physical principle, namely the requirement of a symmetric

wave function for a system of bosons. In the present analysis, a

probability enhancement at small relative momenta is observed that

well corresponds to the predictions for constructive Bose-Einstein

interference. Particularly the results of PII lend support to the

Bose-Kinstein nature of this enhancement. Charged kaons present a

correlation function that very much resembles the one obtained for

charged pions, thus supporting the fact that all kinds of bosons, of

the same identity, should behave in the same way as far as Bose-

Einstein correlations are concerned. Cf. photons in astronomy

applications! A powerful test of the nature of these correlations is *
t t ^

the study of K n pairs, in which case the boson requirement is kept J
I

but the particles are no longer ident ical. No resonances are known for /,

these pairs either. The result, Fig.4 of PII, is quite consistent with /

no correlations. This can be quantified by fitting the same Bessel \
- * • ^

parametrization as the K K data, to these data points: The fit yields j

\' =0.04 + 0.05. It was mentioned in PII that certain theories, described

in Refs.|29| and |30j, predict anticorrelations to be operative for

the K"u~ system - due to dynamical suppression of neighbouring

particles with exotic quantum numbers. According to the same theories,
± + + - !

n ii correlations in e e reactions are predicted to cancel out, a ;
i

fact that however is exhaustively contradicted by experiments. If such •

anticorrelations were present, the fact that R(KJt) = 1, could then, at

least principally, be the result of two effects working in opposite

directions, namely a residual - positive - Jin correlation, being due

to pion contamination of the kaons, i.e. "K"n = un, and the predicted

Kfl autocorrelation. To clear this point up, the kaon identification

criteria, in terms of RA and a, wer° sharpened so as to reduce the

non-kaon contamination: ~6% -> ~3% for the investigated subsample. R

was calculated, with the normalization extended over the whole q

region (q <0.3GeV/c) and with the region q <0.4GeV/c treated as one *

bin. If the above-mentioned predictions were true, the following
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relation would be observed:

R(Kn)hard cuts < R(K7[)loose cuts

qT<0.4 qT<0.4

which is due to the relative suppression - caused by the harder cuts -

of a - possible - residual positive correlation, at low q values.

Within the limits set by statistics, such a decrease is however not

observed:

Loose cuts in K id.: R(KH;q <0.4) = 1.0O±0.O2

Hard " " " = 1.0O±0.O3

From this, two conclusions can be drawn:

i. Any contribution to R(Kn) from positive TTTT correlations, due to

mis identified kaons, must be small. Note that, for the KK case,

this is even more favourable, since then two misidentified kaons

are required.

ii. Anticorrelations between K and u, if any, must be very small.

That R(Kir) ~ 1 for large q , where neither positive nor negative

correlations are expected, lends additional support to the algorithm

for generating the uncorrelated background. Cf. Sect.4.3.

5.1.1̂  Notes onthe KK

The Bessel parametrization, eq.(30), was fitted to the KK correlation

data for a fixed bin of q. , namely q <0.3GeV/c. This rather large bin
L u

was chosen in order to accumulate statistics. Encouraged by the

results of the nw study - Cf. Tables 11 and 12. -, indicating constant

values of r and TC over the (q ,q ) plane, we assume? the effect of an
T L

extended qr bin to be taken care of by the factor A'=A/(l + (q Tc)2) .

With the (q_,qT) interval used for the KK fit, namely q <0.3GeV/c and
T L LI

q <0.5GeV/c, ^ r * w a s calculated, for =8000 high multiplicity, aa
events: <q >»0.13GeV/c. Insertion of this value into the definition of

L
X', together with \'=0.58(±0.31), as obtained in PII, gives, for
Tcv(1.5-2.0)fm: V,,^!/ assuming, as was found for the nn correlations,

KK
Tct,w<rw = (2.4±0.9)fm. These results do not exclude a fully

K(\ KK

incoherent kaon emission, but due to the rather large statistical

errors, we do not make this a firm statement. Instead it is concluded
that A' (q <0.3GeV/c) is a non negligible underestimate of

KK L
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In this context, the results of Ref.|3l| also should be mentioned. For

pp annihilations at low energy in a bubble chamber experiment, they

have studied the system K°K° and extracted, when fitting a

s s

parametrization compatible with the Vessel form, r=(0.9±0.2)fm,

somewhat lower than the value obtained in PII, but with proper regard

taken to the statistical uncertainty, not inconsistent with it.

Furthermore, the work by Ref.|3l| supports the general applicability

of Bose-Einstein correlations to high-energy physics, in that it deals

with electrically neutral particles.

5.2 Dependences upon multiplicity and incident particle types

In PI, the Bose-Einstein parameters were extracted tor pp, pp and aa

collisions. The pp and Ctot data were each divided into 2 groups, namely

minimum bias and high charged-particle multiplicity triggered events.

The essential result of PI is an increase of the radial parameter r

with increasing mean charged multiplicity, <n >. This relation is
en

common to all the reaction types considered. Similar, but somewhat

less pronounced, features are found for Tc.

The increase of r with <n > has been interpreted by S.Barshay in

Ref.|32|. The model developed therein takes as a starting point the

impact parameter b of the two colliding particles. The size of the

area over which these two matter distributions overlap is expressed as
—2Bb2

A •>> e . It is then assumed that r, as extracted from the Bose-

Einstein fit, is proportional to the directionally averaged extension

of this overlapping region, i.e.

/- -Bb2
r - /A •v e (35)

The hypothesis by Barshay is now that there exists a relation between

the impact parameter and the multiplicity of the event, i.e. b=b(n),

and more precisely, that small impact parameters yield large

multiplicities. This was evaluated analytically by Barshay and applied

to eq.(35). Experimental indications in support of the hypothesis are

reported in Ref. |33 | .
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To compare with the experimental results of PI, r from the minimum

bias pp data sample was used to get an absolute normalization of the

functional dependence achieved for r=r(n), which in turn was used to

predict r for the multiplicity corresponding to the high multiplicity

pp data sample: This extrapolation agrees with the data to within 1

standard deviation. The same procedure was repeated for the Ota events

- MB: absolute normalization + HM: prediction -, with the simplifying

assumption that the 4-nucleon system of an a particle can be treated

as a dense distribution of matter. The agreement between the measured

and the predicted values of r is in this case within 2a.

We note that the geometrical model of Ref. | 32 | quite well manages to

describe the results obtained in PI, but also that the use of the

impact parameter limits it to concern only the extension transverse to

the collision axis. The application of this restriction to the

directional dependence of r, found in P H I , will be discussed in

connection with the comments to this paper, Sect.5.3, p.54f.

Further support for the interpretation of the dependence of r upon

<n > in terms of the overlapping area of the two colliding particles,
ch

is lent by the fact that no similar dependence is found in e e

interactions - Cf. Ref. 1151. Such a dependence is not either to be

expected since, in this case, the colliding particles are pointlike,

and the concept of overlap looses its relevance.

The results in PI have later been verified by the SFM Collaboration at

the ISR (Re£.|34|}, which reports r to be an increasing function of

increasing charged-particle density An/Ay, i.e. the number of emitted

charged particles per unit rapidity interval. The SFM Collaboration

also has carried out a direct comparison between pp and pp collisions

(Ref.135j) and, as to the radial and incoherence parameters, found no

striking differences between them, quite in agreement with the results

in PI. It was pointed out in Ref.|36| that pp annihilations should

represent a more chaotic, i.e. more incoherent, system than reactions

with no antimatter participating, so that, for instance X(pp)<X(pp).

The results of PI, as well as those of Ref.|35|, do not support these

predictions.
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Heavy ion collision experiments, using heavier participating particles

than this investigation, have reported indications of a dependence

upon incident particle types. In Ref.|ll|, r is claimed to scale as r

->• A , where A is the mass number of the projectile - A=20 and 40

being used - incident on targets being approximately twice as massive.

Values of r, compatible with those of Ref.|ll|, are obtained in

Ref.|37|, where ""Ar beams are used. Upon collecting our data samples

according to reaction type, one finds, for pp and pp, MB and HM,

r=(1.3±0.1)fm, and for aa, MB and HM, r=(2.0+0.l)fm. When regrouping

the data in this way an A-dependence of r with the qualitative

features quoted above is not excluded: The data yield ra0(/
r =1.5±0.1,

to be compared with the predicted value of 4 =1.6. The results of PI

lead us to conclude however, that the dependence is more complicated

than just r ~ A , and that this more sophisticated behaviour is

revealed upon dividing the data into bins of charged-particle

multiplicity.

5.3 Directional dependence of Bose-Einstein correlations

The investigation on evidence for a directional dependence of Bose-

Einstein correlations is presented in PHI. The main results presented

therein are that, for pp and pp interactions, a prolately shaped pion

emission region is observed, with the beam axis as symmetry axis,

whereas for eta data, the shape is found to be spherical. These results

are obtained using a particular property embedded in the correlation

function, namely that the dimension probed when considering a

particular component of the momentum difference is the extension in

the direction of this component. The shape of the interaction region

may then be studied by fixing a spatial direction and calculating r

for various angles, 9(Ap), of the momentum difference w.r.t. this

direction. For the rather isotropic events used in the present

analysis, it is natural to choose the beam axis as reference

direction. The results for minimum bias, pp+pp data constitute the

basis for Fig.16, in which numerical values from PIII have been used:

from fits of the Bessel parametrization, in bins of cos6(Ap), and from

fits of a squared Gaussian, that was adopted for determination of the

two extreme dimensions, parallel and perpendicular to the beam axis.

To give the values of r so obtained a compatible interpretation,

r was altered into its Gaussian correspondance, 0.5'r , in
v Bessel Bessel

accordance with the discussion in Sect.2.1.1. The accordingly acnieved

values of r were used to fit an ellipsoidally shaped source region -

t
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Cf. Ref.1151.

collision axis

respectively:

- with extensions r0 and <t
0,

t r ansverse to the

- r o t a t i o n a l symmetry! - and p a r a l l e l to i t ,

r = (36)

yielding: ro=(O.64±0.O2)fm

»c = 2.12*0.10

Gaussian source distributions w.r.t. each of the principal axes, i.e.

0 =r0 and o =icr0, yield the fallowing density function:xy z

-0.->(x/r0)
2 -O.5(y/ro)

2 -0.5(zAr 0)
2

(37)

The distribution shown in Fig.16 illustrates a cross-section of this

density, in a plane that contains the beam axis. It is again

emphasized that this illustration is only of an approximate nature and

not aiming at an exact mapping of the pion source density over the

interaction region.

When determining tne extreme longitudinal dimension, 9(Ap)~0, so that

it is very nearly parallel to the beam axis, which also means that it

is nearly parallel to the sense wires of the drift chamber. In this

case there is a potential problem, due to the method from which z

coordinates are determined, namely from charge division. Coupled to

the fact that the z information is lost, is the same sense wire hit by

more than one ionizing particle, as described in Sect.3, this gives

rise to difficulties for those pairs of close by particles that are

considered for Bose-Einstein correlations. However, this problem can

be avoided by requiring a minimum value of |A$ j

l a b|

. It is illustrated

in Tablel4 that the selected |A$lab| . = 2.5° is sufficient for this
1 'min

purpose, as the results are not affected when instead |A$ j>4° is

required, i.e. when the two particles are forced to appear in

different sectors, each extending over 4°, of the drifc chamber, and

thus the above-mentioned, potentially problematic, situation has been

eliminated. Due to the constancy of the values of the fitted

parameters when changing |A$ | . : 4.00+2.5°, we conclude that the

described problem is not crucial to the results of the present

analysis.

t
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Table 14 Fitted parameters for pp+pp, mini

mum bias data, |cos9(Ap)|=

0.60-1.00, fit to eq.(34) and dif

ferent IA$ I . .
1 'mm

cation as in PHI.

Pion identifi-

.lab,
r(fm)

>2
>4

.5U

.0°
2

2
. 1 + 0 .

. l ± 0 .

1

1

0

0

. 5 5 + 0

. 6 0 + 0

.03

.03

Further pvidence that the observed increased longitudinal dimension

for pp and pp data is not caused by any experimental imperfections is

provided by the circumstance that the 3d data, obtained with the same

experimental set-up, show no similar increase. The ditference between

the (JO and pp(pp) data might instead be a reflection of a more complex

underlying event structure of the ttOt interactions, which is also

plausible from the point of view of the higher number of nucleons

present in oa collisions.

It was noted in P H I that Ref. J 381 reports a result somewhat different

from ours, namely tendencies of an oblateLy shaped pion emission

region, for p(p) incident on hydrogen and heavier nuclei at 200GeV, in

a streamer chamber experiment. In this reference, ån alternative set

of variables are used, namely:

cos9 =

cos<j> =

(38)

(39)

beam!

where 8 is the angle between p,+Pj and the collision axis, and $ is

the angle between the normals of the plane defined by Pj+p2 and the

collision axis and the plane containing p, and p 2.



De Marzo et al. derive their longitudinal dimension from particle

pairs satisfying:

|cos9|<0.5 and |cos$|>0.7

while the complementary part of their data provides the transverse

dimension. To investigate this further, our analysis was repeated for

the pp(pp) data samples and using the following "De Marzo- like"

intervals:

L:|cos8|<0.6 and |cos<t>|>0.5

T:|cos9|>0.6 or |cos<t>|<0.5

(40)

(41)

The results of the corresponding 1-dimensional fits (q <0.2GeV/c) are
L

as follows:

pp(pp)MB: r =(1.4±0.1)fm r =(1.4±0.1)fm

ppHM r =(1.6±0.2)fm r =(2.0i0.4)fm
T L

i.e. we do not reproduce the oblateness achieved by De Marzo et al.,

but get results consistent with a spherical shape. This is not

unexpected, since when studying the 8(Ap) distributions of (40) and

(41), only ^50% and ^80% of the combinations correspondingly, fulfil

the criteria for our L and T intervals, as defined in connection with

Fig.2 of PHI. Cf. Figs.l7a-c. Therefore, upon "translating" the De

Marzo intervals into intervals of the AFS variable 9(Ap), no

inconsistencies are found. Nevertheless, the selection criteria

correspond to different two-particle distributions, for probing the

transverse and longitudinal directions, and we conclude that the

variable 9(Ap) gives a cleaner separation of the two dimensions.

Further support for the use of 9(Ap), rather than the variables

defined by eqs.(38) and (39), is lent by its more direct relation to

the definition of the spatial parameter conjugate to the momentum

difference.

Finally, a brief comment on the directional dependence in the light of

the model in Ref.j 32|. It is obvious (Cf. Sect.5.2.) that this model

is able to describe, rather successfully, the overall, i.e. in all

directions, multiplicity dependence of the Bose-Einstein correlations

found in PI. It is however only partly applicable to the results on

directional dependence found in P H I . The geometrical model of
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ReC.1321 starts out from the impact parameter of the two colliding

particles, as mentioned above. This quantity is related to the

transverse plane, and the model can make predictions of the dependence

of r upon <n >. Cf. P H I . The longitudinal dimension, on the other
T ch

hand, being decoupled from the impact parameter, is therefore not

available for predictions by Ref.|32|. Consequently one cannot, even

less, use the model in Ref.|32| for describing the different

directional dependences for pp(pp) and aa data found in P H I , as these

are found to be related exactly to the longitudinal extensions.

Additionally, if the origin of this difference is of a dynamical

nature, some determining dynamical assumptions would have to be

required in Kef.j 3 2 j to enable an adequate explanation. This is

however not the case - on the contrary, it is stated m Her. |321 , that

the results for aa collisions are derived from a rather approximate

extrapolation of the pp conditions. In conclusion we ncjt.e that, to be

principally correct, the predictions on pp data of Ret.|32|, should be

applied to the results of P H I concerning the growth of r (pp) with

<n >, rather than to the corresponding directional-averaged
ch

dependence found in PI. As far as numerical values are concerned,

there are however no differences, since the ratio

[r(HM,pp)/r(MB,pp)j = 1.6 - Cf. Ref.1321 - is in agreement with
öa r s nay

the analogous ratio found in P H I for r , as well as with the one

found in PI, related to the overall multiplicity dependence. The

latter two ratios are both found to be = (1. "5*0.2).

6 FURTHER AND FUTURE CORRELATION STUDIES

Through the course of this thesis some topics that call for further

investigations have already been encountered. One of these is

connected with the theory of S.Barshay - Cf. Sect.S.2 - developed to

explain, in terms of the impact parameter of the event, the

multiplicity dependence of r found in PT, If this model gives a

correct description of the situation, r should reach some saturated

maximum value at very high multiplicities w.r.t. the overall <n > of

the data sample, namely when the impact parameter is approximately

zero. Since the effect is to be studied for events at the uppermost

limit of the multiplicity distributions, where these fall off very

rapidly, preferentially data samples having also the highest possible

overall <n > should be used, as the lack of statistics caused by the

ch '
scarcity of high multiplicity events could be partly compensated by
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the combinatorial gain. Probably, high-energy nucleus-nucleus

collisions will be useful in trying to confirm these predictions, but

perhaps already the AFS data triggered on high total transverse

energy, could reveal something on this topic.

As was mentioned in Sect.2.1.2, the correlation strength X might be a

potential source of information to characterize different types of

events. Studies similar to those performed for the J/f and described

on p.13 were carried out on and off the Y(1S) by Ref. 1161 but did not

show the same unambiguous results as to the difference between quark

and gluon hadronization: The spatial extensions and correlation

strengths turned out to be the same, within the limits set by

statistics, for quark and giiion jets. Both for the continuum and on

the Y(1S), this was found to be true for the entire events as well as

for particles belonging to just the highest-energy jet of the events.

On the other hand, the authors of Ref.|161 also treat the so called

"weak half" of the events, i.e. what is left when the most energetic

jet of each event is excluded. For the continuum, this should consist )

of one quark jet, and for the Y(1S), of two gluon jets. When studying

these remaining parts of the events, it appears that the gluon system ';

has a larger radius and a larger degree of incoherence than the quark.
r

system, as is already intuitively to be expected. It is therefore

encouraging to notice that there seems to be some possibility of !

studying event structures by means of Bose-Einstein correlations, i

although further and refined techniques certainly will be needed. '

It follows from Bose-Einstein statistics that the interference effect

becomes increasingly pronounced the higher the number of particles

occupying the quantum state in question: The n-particle probability,

as compared to an uncorrelated case, increases as n! . Therefore,

correlations involving pion triplets, quartets etc - conveniently

parametrized in terms of Q2=M2-(E,rn.)2 - should show clearly increased

values of the correlation strength as compared to the 2-pion system.

Indeed indications in this direction have been found, e.g. in

Ref. [181, where the value of X, for J/f data, is consistent with a

fully developed 3-particle interference effect. The results point

towards r, <r_ , and have been interpreted within the string model, in
JIT Zit

Ref . | 391, as a superposition of two-particle correlations. Probably

v this is an aspect of Ihe correlations that needs some further

exploration, by considering different types of reactions, quartets of

particles etc.

t
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The most important and exciting future application of Bose-Einstein

correlations lies perhaps in the search for the quark-gluon plasma

that, in accordance with QCD, should form at very high nuclear

densities - See for example Refs.|401-1421 . Below a critical

temperature T , confinement governs the behaviour of quarks and
c

gluons, as manifested through the existence of colour singlet hadrons.

In passing the critical temperature, a phase transition occurs, and

above T , there exists a plasma of quarks and gluons that have been
c

released from the hadron scheme. Such a plasma is believed to have

existed at an early stage of the evolution of the universe, and the

hope is that conditions reminiscent of those prevailing in the very

young universe will b>_' [•••producible in the laboratory, at high-energy

nucleus-nucleus collisions. As the necessary establishment o£

t hermodynamic equilibrium •*• i 1 1 require a rather large interaction

volume, pp and p-nucleus collisions will probably not be suitable in

this context. For the phase transition, from ordinary matter into the

plasma, to occur, the hadrons must to a high degree overlap. This

should bp enabled through a very large energy density e. Calculations

have shown that values of £ in the range (0.5-2.0 )GeV/f m3 probably (•

will be needed for this purpose. Obviously, £ is a crucial parameter \
t,

in the context, and Bose-Einstein correlations may, by providing a '•
method for determination of the size of the interaction region, become ;

an important tool in deciding whether the quoted energy densities have •

been reached or not. Low-p hadrons are expected to be copiously

produced at the surface of the plasma (Ref.|411 ), thus providing

interfering particles for the correlation analysis. The very high

energy-densities are forseen to be realizable through central nucleus-

nucleus collisions, recognized by their high particle-multiplicity. It

is expected for the most extreme events - A>200 -, that M O 3 particles

may be produced in a single event. Under these circumstances it might

not be unrealistic to perform correlation studies for individual

events, provided of course, that the detector facilities are capable

of handling this type of very high multiplicity data.

Once the deconfined state is reached, its properties are

preferentially to be studied by means of particles which do not feel

the strong interaction, as strongly interacting particles will, in

general, undergo so many interactions before having escaped from the

plasma, that they will no longer carry any information about the

interior of the plasma when having left it. This leads the attention

i
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to photons and leptons as appropriate objects to study. Also, changes

in the spectra of dileptons and single direct photons are expected to

accompany the phase transition (Cf. Ref.|42|.). An experiment highly

devoted to studying these particles is the NA34 - HELIOS - experiment

at the CEHN SPS, which actually has inherited a large fraction of the

experimental equipment from the AFS. It might therefore be tempting to

transfer the Bose-Einstein correlation studies along with the

apparatus to the new experiment. Although a most pleasing idea, it

must be stated that considerable experimental difficulties still

remain to be overbridged, before one is able to face the challenge of

possibly "rediscovering" in high-energy physics the original Hanbury-

Brown-Twiss effect as found in astronomy, namely yy correlations.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this investigation, results are presented concerning two-particle

Bose-Einstein correlations, based on data achieved with the Axial

Field Spectrometer at the CERN ISR.

Positive correlations, consistent with constructive wave function

interference, are shown to exist both for pairs of identical charged

pions and kaons (PI-PIII). For K n* cotnbinations, i.e. pairs of non-

identical charged bosons, the results are indicative of neither any

positive nor any negative correlations (PII).

In general, those parametrizations involving a Bessel function as well

as those involving a squared Gaussian function, both types having been

proposed in the literature, can be well fitted to the identical-

particle correlation data. It is found that these parametrizations, in

order to well reproduce the data, should include an incoherence factor

X (X: 0->l) to take into account that the boson sources are not totally

independent. X typically takes values -(0.3-0.5).

For tiTT correlations from pp, pp and ao collisions, the fitted

parameter t, describing the average spatial extension of the boson

emitting region, is found to increase markedly with mean charged-

particle multiplicity <n > (PI). The results are not inconsistent
1/3

with an A dependence of r e.g. of the type r-A , as found in

Ref.|ll|, A being the mass number of one projectile, but upon division

of the data into bins of multiplicity, we find that further and more
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refined dependences are revealed. This dependence has been interpreted

by S.Barshay - Hef.|32| - as a reflection of the relation: (high)

multiplicity - (small) impact parameter - (large) overlapping area -

(large) r. Typically, r is found to range from (1.0±0.1)fm for minimum

bias pp (<n >=3.0) data, to (2.6±0.4)fm for high multiplicity

oo (<n >=13.5), ff'ir" data. The temporal parameter TC is in general
ch

consistent with the relation Tc<r, predicted by G.Cocconi in Ref.|4|,

where he interprets TC as the depth of the boson emitting layer. No

systematic differences between the results obtained from n*v* and TT~IT~

combinations are found.

For K K" correlations/ an average spatial extension of r=(2.4*0.9)fm

is obtained (PII). Upon dividing also these data into bins of charged-

particle multiplicity/ a rise of r with <n >, similar to that found

for Tin combinations, is indicated, however with rather large

statistical errors.

The shape of the pion emitting region is determined in PHI, utilizing

a special property of the parametrization of the correlation function,

namely that the extracted extension is parallel to the considered

component of the momentum difference. The directional dependence is

found by dividing the data into bins accordinn to direction of the

momentum difference Ap for the pion pairs. The results indicate a

prolately shaped interaction region for pp and pp data, with the beam

axis as symmetry axis and with principal axes, transverse and parallel

to the beams, differing by about a factor of 2. For act collisions, no

similar directional dependence is found, the results instead being

consistent with a spherical shape. For all types of reactions, both

the transverse and longitudinal dimensions increase with increasing

multiplicity of the events. For pp data, an alternative method of

extracting the shape is also applied, in which for each pion pair, Ap

is split into two orthogonal components, perpendicular and parallel to

the collision axis. The two methods give consistent results. The

different shapes of the pion emitting regions found for pp(pp) and 00

data, might be related to a more complex underlying event structure

for the act interactions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l Schematic illustration of the physical system giving rise to

Bose-Einstein interference. S, and S, independently emit bo-

sons, that are detected in D, with wave vector k,, and in D,

with wave vector k,.

Fig.2 Bessel and squared Gaussian functions, obtained when fitted

to the same - minimum bias ota - data, and parametrized as in

Tablel. The correlation data, R(qm) with qr<0.2GeV/c,

are also shown.

Fig.3 A horizontal section through the 1981 configuration of the

AFS, as viewed from the top.

Fig.4 The uranium/copper/scintillator calorimeter at the AFS, with

4 walls installed. This configuration gives full azimuthal

coverage to the experiment.

Fig.5 Schematic illustration of the cylindrical drift chamber at

the AFS. One of the 4

larged.

sectors with its wires, is shown en-

Fig.6 *.":ie K3 peak, displayed vs Q for n n~ combinations: Same/

Different event pairs - for minimum bias pp+pp data.

Superimposed is a Gaussian function:

-0.5((Q-y)/C)2
R = N(l + Ae ), which yields, when fitted to

the data: M=(503±l)MeV, O=(L2±2)MeV. Ct. eq.(22)!

Fig.7 Distribution of klab| for ti~n~ combinations from mi-

nimum bias 00 data, with q and q <0.1GeV/c. (a): Pairs

from the same event, (b): Pairs from different events. A

clear reduction of the acceptance is seen in (a) at small

relative angles, which is absent in (b). The two distribu-

tions are normalized to the same total number of pairs.

Fig.8 (a): <dE/dx> vs (I0lg(p)+3) for particles of all identities.

A band structure, according to particle mass, is clearly in-

dicated, (b): As Fig.8a, but only for those particles that

are identified as kaons by the momentum determination pro-

gram MARTHA. The selected kaon band is seen to deeply pe-

netrate into the pion band. The figures are based on aa da-

ta and p is expressed in GeV/c.

Fig.9 Schematic illustration of the varaibles RA and a as defined

by eqs.(17) and (18), and used for particle identification.

The extraction of the value of (dE/dx)0 is detailed in Sect.

4.2.
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Fig.10 Distribution of the angular variable 0, for a bin of RA:

20 • 30. The cuts applied for kaon identification in this

case are indicated. The figure shows particles from minimum

bias pp interactions, having at least 30 z-digitizings.

Fig.11 Rapidity distribution of «10000 high multiplicity oa events,

to illustrate the general emission properties of the data.

The distribution also indicates the acceptance variation of

the drift chamber over the rapidity interval. Particles of

all identities are used in the figure.

Fig.12 (a): Same event combinations of oppositely charged pions

relative to different event combinations with the same

charge, where the bank consists of 4 events of minimum bias

act data. The normalization is for the whole q interval and

q <0.2GeV/c. The n*Tt~ distribution is found to exhibit

some structure, which at least partly is due to resonances,

(b): Ratio of the two backgrounds D, and D, as defined in

Sect.4.3. No relative trends between them appear. Data and

normalization are as in Fig.12a.

Fig.13 Illustration o« the variables qL and qT, as defined by eqs. f

(24) and (25), and used as approximations of |Ap| and q0, ,

when studying Bose-Einstein correlations. '

Fig.14 The correlation variables |Ap| and q0 and their approxima- {

tions q_ and q. , as a function of the opening angle O(°) be- .

tween the momentum vectors of the pion pair. In the figure, \

p,=l.lGeV/c and p2=1.0GeV/c, so that q0 is fixed at O.lGeV.

Fig.15 Illustration of the shrinking maximum height of R(qT> as

<q > increases. Minimum bias oa data with 4 events in the

background bank and pions defined by excluding MARTHA iden-

tified K:s and p(p):s are used. The superimposed

functions result from fitting eq.(29), with a normalization

factor included. qL= (a): (0-0.1)GeV/c, (b): (0.1-0.2)GeV/c,

(c): (0.2-0.3)GeV/c.

Fig.16 Distribution of pion sources in the interaction region of

PP(PP) collisions, as derived from the results of

PHI. Gaussian density functions are assumed along the prin-

cipal axes. Cf. eq.(37). The figure shows a 2-dimensional

picture in a plane that contains the beam axis.
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Fig.17 (a): Distribution of 8(Ap): Same event (++, — ) combinations

from =6000 high multiplicity pp events. The pion pairs sa-

tisfy the "De Marzo-like" criteria of eq.(41) for probing

the transverse dimension, (b): The corresponding distri-

bution for probing the longitudinal dimension, as given by

eq.(40). (c): The overall distribution, showing all inter-

vals of 8(Ap).
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